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It all started with
a chopping board.
Twin brothers, Antony and Richard Joseph, grew up in
a family with a long history of design and manufacturing.
Originally set up by their grandfather in the 1930s,
the family business specialised in the production of
glass components and the brothers spent part of their
summers working in the factory.
In 1999, having both trained in product design, the twins
embarked on their early careers. As a sideline to their
jobs, and with the support of their father, they utilised
the capabilities of the factory in Birmingham to develop
their own range of contemporary glass chopping boards.
But what started out as a fun project soon became the
seed of a new business idea. After early success with their
bold, colourful designs their entrepreneurial spirit kicked
in and, in 2003, the Joseph Joseph brand was born.
Whilst glass chopping boards were just the start,
the brothers were also designing other innovative
kitchenware products and this gradually developed
into a broader range of housewares.
What quickly became a key foundation of the brand
was a simple observation - many tasks around the home
could be made much easier and more enjoyable with
a little intelligent thinking. It was this problem-solving
approach, and the ability to combine it with a distinctive
design aesthetic, that created some of their most
iconic kitchenware and has made Joseph Joseph one
of the world’s most progressive houseware brands.
There’s something special about a Joseph Joseph
product that sets it apart from the competition. First it
engages you with its distinctive design; then it captivates
you with its functional benefits; finally, it assures you
with its high-quality materials and attention to detail.
Joseph Joseph’s ability to blend innovative design,
contemporary styling and a distinctive use of colour
is unique within the industry. While many brands
concentrate on just one of these aspects, Joseph Joseph
focuses on the whole user experience - creating products
that work beautifully and are a pleasure to have around
the home.
Since 2003 the brand has expanded successfully into
many product areas and it continues to explore new
houseware categories. It may have all started with
a simple glass chopping board, but Joseph Joseph is now
one of the fastest growing companies in the worldwide
housewares market and it continues to earn accolades
and awards for its unique, innovative designs.

Fresh thinking for a changed world.
Home has never been more important than now.
The past 12 months have seen many of us forced to spend much more
time inside than we would have ever thought possible.
Living rooms, bedrooms and kitchens have become makeshift offices,
trips away have been cancelled and staying-in has become the new
normal for many.
If this year has taught us anything, it’s just how vital a well
functioning home is and how important it is for the objects within
it to perform efficiently.
At Joseph Joseph, we’ve always been passionate about inventing
housewares that improve the simple, everyday tasks we all encounter.
Whether it’s preparing a meal, organising the kitchen and bathroom
or dealing with waste, we’ve always looked for ways to make these
tasks easier or more enjoyable to do.
And this season is no exception.
We’re excited to say we’ve turned our attention to another essential
household task with the launch of our brand new laundry range
for spring 2021.
Key products include a collection of stylish laundry baskets that allow
you to separate washing into colour types and then empty easily
(page 142); a compact, table-top ironing board with integrated iron
storage, for ultimate convenience (page 146); and a full-size ironing
board that’s literally been designed from the ground up, with an
innovative folding leg mechanism that makes it much more slimline
and easier to store (page 144).
But our inventiveness this year hasn’t just been reserved for laundry.
We’re also launching a host of innovations in existing categories,
making this season’s collection our biggest by far.
It’s been a challenging year for all, with the retail and the housewares
industries no exception. But at Joseph Joseph we believe that adversity
also offers opportunities - the chance to challenge the status quo,
to be creative and to do things better.
In short ‘fresh thinking’, which is at the core of our approach
and which, we hope, delights customers and consumers alike.

Antony & Richard Joseph

New product/size/colour or design update
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6 GADGETS

Gadgets
NEW

Multi-Prep
4-piece salad preparation set
™

Design registered

This clever bowl set features four
interchangeable discs for different salad
preparation tasks - salad spinning,
spiralizing, grating and slicing. Simply
insert the required coloured disc into the
lid and you’re ready to go. It comes with
a handy finger guard that helps make the
spiralizing and slicing functions safer and
features a non-slip base. All accessories
stack neatly together inside the main
bowl for compact storage.
Hand wash only.

Includes four interchangeable discs for different tasks : salad spinner, spiralizer, slicer and grater

Salad spinner

Grater

Slicer

Spiraliser

Multi-Prep™
(20154) Multicolour
Dimensions H16.5 x D25 x W25 cm
(H6.5 x D9.8 x W9.8 inches)

Grater disc

Video

Slicer disc

Simply insert required disc into lid

Includes finger guard for safe
slicing and spiralizing
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NEW

ChopCup
Vegetable chopper
™

Design registered

Make fast work of chopping a wide variety
of vegetables with this clever, compact
design. To start, simply cut vegetables into
large pieces, approximately 6 cm square.
Remove the top cup from the base and
place a vegetable piece on the base unit.
Using the guide arms, slide the top cup
back onto the unit and push down. The
sharp, stainless-steel blades slice through
the veg with ease and the chopped pieces
are neatly collected in the cup. Depending
on the vegetable, you can either empty
the cup or continue chopping more
pieces until the cup is full. It’s perfect for
quickly chopping onions or for making
chips or sticks from potatoes, carrots
and courgettes. After use the product
dismantles for easy cleaning.

Perfect for chopping onions and making chips or sticks from potatoes, carrots and courgettes

Dishwasher safe.

ChopCup™
(20175)
Dimensions H11 x D9.5 x W15 cm
(H4.25 x D3.75 x W5.9 inches)

Dismantles for easy cleaning

Sharp, stainless-steel blades

Collects chopped pieces as it cuts

Fast and easy to use

Video

8 GADGETS

Multi-Grip Mandoline
with precision food grip
™

Design registered

This handy gadget helps to create even
slices of fruit or vegetables quickly and
easily, whilst keeping your fingers safely
away from its sharp stainless-steel blade.
Unlike other mandolines, it has a precision
food grip that allows you to slice a variety
of items of differing shapes and sizes.
It features a pinch grip for small items
such as radishes or garlic cloves; a centre

grip for slicing rounds from carrots or
cucumber; and a flat grip for creating
longer slices from foods such as courgettes
or aubergines. It also features three slice
thickness, a non-slip tip and an easy-grip
handle for safe use.

Centre grip for round slices

Flat grip for longer slices

Dishwasher safe.

Video

Precision food grip features three styles of grip

Pinch grip for small items

Multi-Grip™ Mandoline
(20141) Green
Dimensions H30 x D5.8 x W10 cm
(H11.8 x D2.3 x W4 inches)

Multi-Grate
2-in-1 paddle grater
with protective sheath
™

Design registered

This compact grater features two styles of
grating blade in one design, saving valuable
drawer space. The coarse blade is ideal for
grating firm cheeses and vegetables, whilst
the fine blade is perfect for hard cheeses
like parmesan and citrus fruits. The paddle
design makes it easy to grate directly
over plates and the non-slip tip provides
extra grip if resting on the worktop
whilst grating.

Ideal for grating a variety of foods such as cheese and vegetables

Protective sheath for safe
storage

Dishwasher safe.

Easy-grip handle

Non-slip tip

Coarse

Multi-Grate™
(20139) Yellow
Dimensions H26.5 x W10.5 x D1.8 cm
(H10½ x W4¼ x D¾ inches)

Fine

Twist Grater
2-in-1 etched grater
with adjustable handle
™

Design registered

Push button

This versatile grater has been designed to
adapt to different grating tasks and foods
with ease. Firstly, it has two different styles
of etched stainless-steel blade set either
side of its grating surface. Secondly, its
handle has two different grating positions
for maximum convenience.
With the handle locked in the straight
position, it’s ideal for grating directly over
plates and dishes. But when you twist and
lock the handle 90° it creates a naturally
sturdy shape for resting on the worktop,
providing more support when grating larger
quantities of food.
It comes with a reversible plastic sheath
that protects the blades when stored but
can be flipped to allow you to collect and
measure grated food.
Dishwasher safe.

Twist handle
5

Rotate and lock handle to grate larger quantities

Lock

Coarse
Twist Grater™
Coarse & Fine
(20017)
Dimensions W10.5 x H29.5 x D2.8 cm
(W4 x H11½ x D1 inches)

Fine

10 GADGETS

NEW

GripGrater
Paddle grater
with bowl grip
™

Design registered

This handy paddle grater can be used
in a variety of ways but it’s particularly
suited for grating into bowls. It features
notches on the underside that hook over
the bowl edge, providing excellent stability
when grating. An easy-grip handle makes
grating directly over food convenient and
a non-slip tip provides extra stability if using
a chopping board or worktop for support.
Available in two styles of blade - Coarse
for general grating tasks and Fine for hard
cheese like parmesan or zesting citrus fruit.
Dishwasher safe.

Hooks onto bowl edge for easy collection of grated food

Coarse

Fine

Stainless-steel blade

Easy-grip handle

Ideal for a variety of grating tasks

Non-slip tip

Video

Video

GripGrater™
(20169) Coarse (Yellow)
(20170) Fine (Green)
Dimensions H26.5 x D1.8 x W7.8 cm
(H10.4 x D0.6 x W3.1 inches)
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Handi-Grate
2-in-1 mini grater and slicer
™

Design by Goodwin Hartshorn
Design registered

This beautifully compact mandoline has razor sharp stainless-steel
blades, set either side of its design, for grating and slicing small
foods such as garlic, ginger and mini vegetables. The design features
an ergonomic handle, a non-slip tip and a sliding finger-guard on
one side for added safety when slicing. It also comes with its own
protective sheath for safe storage.

Grating blade

Slicing blade with finger guard

Loading finger guard

Protective sheath

Dishwasher safe.

Handi-Grate™
(20048)
Dimensions H28.5 x W5.7 x D4.5 cm
(H11¼ x W2¼ x D1¾ inches)

Handi-Zest
Mini zester with integrated blade wiper
™

Design by Goodwin Hartshorn
Design registered

Zesting blade

Blade wiper on reverse

One of the problems with conventional zesters is that it can be
tricky removing all that precious zest from their blades after grating.
Handi-Zest, however, comes with its own mini blade wiper that
neatly collects any remaining zest from the back of the blade. Using
the wiper, simply slide the zest along the length of the blade to the
hole at the end where it can be easily removed. The design comes
with its own protective sheath for safe storage.
Dishwasher safe.

Wiper detaches for cleaning

Handi-Zest™
(20049)
Dimensions H28 x W5 x D2 cm
(H11 x W2 x D¾ inches)

Protective sheath

12 GADGETS

NEW

SafeStore
Peeler with blade guard
™

Design registered

Reaching into a drawer full of tools with
sharp blades is hazardous and blades can
also become damaged hitting against each
other. Not so with SafeStore™ peelers,
however, as they feature an integrated
blade guard in the handle. After use, simply
slide the guard up over the blade for safe
storage. They feature a sharp, stainlesssteel blade and a Y-shaped design that
makes peeling quick and easy. Available
with either straight or julienne blades.

Ideal for peeling a variety of vegetables

Ideal for cutting matchstick-sized strips
of vegetables

Integrated blade guard in handle

Protects blade and fingers when stored

Dishwasher safe.

SafeStore™
(20167) Straight peeler (Green)
(20168) Julienne peeler (Orange)
Dimensions H14 x D1.8 x W7.5 cm
(H5.5 x D0.7 x W2.9 inches)

Video

Video
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Collects waste as you peel

NEW

PeelStore
Waste collecting peeler
™

Design registered

Inevitably, preparing vegetables creates
mess. But this handy peeler helps keep that
mess to a minimum as each strip of skin
is collected inside the handle as you peel.
A transparent cover allows you to see when
the compartment is full, and you simply
slide this open to empty straight into the
bin. Ideal when preparing small amounts
of vegetables, this peeler saves you lots
of clear-up time.

Easy to empty

Potato-eye remover

Sharp stainless-steel blade

Transparent window shows when full

Dishwasher safe.

Video

PeelStore™
(20166)
Dimensions H14 x D3 x W6 cm
(H5.5 x D1.2 x W2.4 inches)

14 GADGETS

Multi-peel
Multi-function peelers
™

Design by Goodwin Hartshorn
Design registered

Multi-peel™ is a comprehensive range of
four highly-effective peelers. Each tool has
a high quality stainless-steel blade, multiple
added functions and ergonomic, easy-grip
handles. The range includes two different
straight-bladed peelers for everyday use,
a serrated peeler for soft skinned fruit or
vegetables and a julienne peeler for more
specialised requirements.
So whether you need the perfect blade for
preparing potatoes or one for adding the
final flourish to culinary masterpieces, the
ideal tool is in your hands. All peelers come
with a protective blade guard.

Citrus zester and
cutting tool

Tough scraping blade
and potato-eye remover

Tough scraping blade
and potato-eye remover

Channel knife

Serrated Peeler
(10109)

Y-shaped Peeler
(10107)

Straight Peeler
(10108)

Y-shaped Julienne Peeler
(10110)

Dimensions

Dimensions

Dimensions

Dimensions

W3.5 x H17.2 x D1.4 cm
(W1¼ x H6¼ x D½ inches)

W8.5 x H13.5 x D2.2 cm
(W3¼ x H5¼ x D¾ inches)

W3.5 x H17.2 x D1.4 cm
(W1¼ x H6¼ x D½ inches)

W7.7 x H13 x D2.2 cm
(W3 x H5 x D¾ inches)

Dishwasher safe.

Tri-Peeler
3-in-1 peeler with
potato-eye remover
™

Design by Damian Evans
Design registered

This multi-function design eliminates the
need for several different vegetable peelers.
It features three stainless-steel blades straight, julienne and soft fruit - and an
easy-grip, ergonomic handle. Easily switch
between different blades by pressing
the large button and then removing
and rotating the head unit.

Julienne blade

Dishwasher safe.

Straight blade

Soft fruit blade

Tri-Peeler™
(20108)
Dimensions W9.1 x D2.9 x H15.2 cm
(W3½ x D1 x H6 inches)

Helix
Ergonomic food presses
™

Design registered

Most hand-held juicers and presses require
strong hands to operate and their vertical
squeezing action can often be awkward
to use. With the Helix range, however, the
squeezing force is applied horizontally,
which is much more comfortable and
utilises the power of the shoulders as well.
In addition, the unique, twisting mechanism
multiplies the force used, which means you
get more squeezing power from less effort.
The 2-piece design is made from stainless
steel and nylon and can be separated for
easy cleaning. The Helix range includes a
garlic press, potato ricer and citrus juicer.

Unique twisting action makes
crushing easier

Helix Potato Ricer - perfect for mashing a variety of cooked vegetables

Dishwasher safe.

Helix Potato Ricer
(20100)
Dimensions
W26.5 x H9.4 x D9.1 cm
(W10½ x H3¾ x D3½ inches)

Video

Spiro
3-in-1 hand-held spiralizer
™

Design registered

Coarse blade

Many spiralizers can be fiddly to use and
they often create piles of messy noodles.
Spiro™, however, makes spiralizing super
neat and easy with its clever, compact
design. It comes with two styles of
spiralizing blade - coarse and fine - for
different noodle thicknesses, plus a handy
grating blade. It features a soft-grip lid, for
easy turning, and two guide arms that help
keep food straight as you twist.

Helix Citrus Juicer
(20101)
Dimensions
W24.5 x H8.5 x D9.8 cm
(W9½ x H3¼ x D4 inches)

Helix Garlic Press
(20102)
Dimensions
W17.6 x H4.6 x D5.8 cm
(W7 x H1¾ x D2¼ inches)

Most importantly, it has a clear base that
collects food as you cut - keeping everything
nicely contained and your worktop cleaner.
After use, the three blades and the lid
store neatly together with the base for
compact storage.
Dishwasher safe.

Fine blade

Grating blade

Video

Spiro™
(20105)
Dimensions D7.8 x W7.8 x H16 cm
(D3 x W3 x H6¼ inches)

Container base collects food as you cut
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SpiroGo
Compact hand-held
spiralizer
™

Design registered

SpiroGo™ makes small spiralizing tasks
quick and easy with its neat, compact
design. It features a long handle that
provides much better grip than other handheld spiralizers and a stainless-steel blade
that gives the perfect noodle thickness. The
detachable finger guard has a food grip
that allows you to spiralize ever last piece of
vegetable, whilst keeping your fingers safe.
Perfect for spiralizing courgettes, carrots
and potatoes.

Create uniform curly noodles from a variety of vegetables

Compact design

Dishwasher safe.

Includes finger guard with
food grip

Easy to clean

SpiroGo™
(20133) Green
Dimensions H17.7 x W7.9 x D4 cm
(H7 x W3¼ x D1½ inches)

Video

Easy-Mash
Ergonomic potato masher
™

Design by Morph
Design registered

Conventional mashers with their vertical
grip can be awkward and inefficient to
use. This ergonomic masher, however,
features a D-shaped design with a non-slip
grip that’s much more comfortable to
hold. It also transfers the downward force
straight through the mashing plate, making
short work of boiled potato. Fins on the
edges of the handle allow you to scrape
around the pan as you mash, ensuring
you get every last lump.
Non-slip grip

Dishwasher safe.

Easy-Mash™
(20140) White
Dimensions H16.5 x W12 x D7 cm
(H6½ x W4¾ x D2¾ inches)

D-shaped design easier to hold and more
efficient to use

Pan-scraping edges
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NEW

JuiceMax
Dual-action citrus press
Design registered

There’s simply no hiding place for juice with
this two-stage citrus press. First, place the
fruit cut-side down onto the reaming head
and crush using the easy-squeeze handles.
Then, whilst gripping the arms, twist the
knob on top and ream out any remaining

juice. Holes in the base allow juice to flow
freely out, whilst trapping any pips and
pulp for easy disposal. Suitable for lemons,
limes, small oranges or tangerines.

Easy-squeeze handles

Traps pips and pulp for easy disposal

Dishwasher safe.

Squeezes and reams juice from fruit in one neat design

Easy-twist reamer

JuiceMax
(20171)
Dimensions H22 x D8 x W10 cm
(H8.6 x D3.1 x W3.9 inches)

Video
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Delta
Ergonomic folding masher
Design registered

Conventional mashers can be awkward to
store due to their long handle and mashing
head that are fixed at right angles to each
other. Delta solves this problem as the head
can be neatly folded flat after use. Before
using, simply lock the mashing head in
position with the small sliding collar located
on the shaft. After use, slide the collar back
up the shaft and secure it at the base of
the handle.
As well as being easier to store, Delta is also
more efficient to use. Its curved mashing
plate is designed to fit better into the edges
of a pan, which means more potato is
squashed with each plunge of the masher.
Suitable for non-stick cookware.

More compact when stored

Dishwasher safe.

Mash right up to the pan edge
Delta
(10161)

Dimensions
Folded H10 x W3.3 x D30.5 cm (H4 x W1½ x D12 inches)

GoAvocado
3-in-1 avocado tool
™

Design by Griffik
Design registered

Cuts...

Preparing avocados can be difficult, messy
and even hazardous if using a sharp
knife. This handy gadget though provides
the complete avocado preparation tool,
allowing you to open, de-stone, scoop and
slice all in one. It features a fold-out plastic
blade, a stainless-steel pitter, a curved
slicing head and an ergonomic, soft
grip handle.
Dishwasher safe.

...de-stones...

GoAvocado™
(20112)
Dimensions W6.6 x D1.8 x H18 cm
(W2½ x D1 x H7 inches)

...and slices

Video
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NEW

Pivot
3-in-1 can opener
™

Design registered

This multi-function gadget looks similar
to a standard can opener but actually
features three handy tools in one. Firstly,
it has a strong, stainless-steel cutting
mechanism that opens conventional cans
with ease. Then, by rotating one of the
arms 360 degrees, you reveal two further
tools - a ring-pull lifter and a bottle cap
opener - neatly hidden inside. Not only
does this clever design take on lots of
tasks, it also saves precious storage space
in your drawer.
Wash and dry by hand.

Video

Strong stainless-steel cutting mechanism for
opening cans

Pivot™
(20172)
Dimensions H18.5 x D5.8 x W5 cm
(H7.25 x D2.25 x W2 inches)

Bottle-cap opener

Ring-pull lifter

Three handy tools in one gadget
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Can-Do Plus
Can opener with integrated
ring-pull hook
Design by Mark Sanders
Design registered

Can-Do Plus is a clever, compact opener
that makes opening most types of can
quick and easy. It has a large, easy-twist
mechanism that locks itself on to the lid
as you start to twist and an easy-release
button for disposing of the lid after
removal. It features a single, smooth handle
for extra support and has an integrated
hook at the end for prising up the metal
rings on ring-pulls cans.
Automatically grips can edge as you twist

Suitable for left or right-handed operation.
Wipe clean with a damp cloth.

Lid-release button

Integrated ring-pull hook

CanDo Plus
(20098)
Dimensions H6 x W18 x D5 cm
(H2¼ x W7 x D2 inches)

Can-Do
Compact can opener
Design by Mark Sanders
Design registered

Clever and compact, with an easy-twist
handle, this pocket-sized device does away
with the cumbersome handles and magnets
of other can openers. With the first twist
Can-Do attaches itself to the can lid and
locks into place, allowing you to open it
using the easy-twist mechanism. It works
equally well if you’re left or right handed
and the lid is released with a simple press
of the button on the front.

Twist mechanism to attach and start cutting

Wipe clean with a damp cloth.

CanDo
(20005) Green
Dimensions H6 x W6.5 x D4.5 cm
(H2¼ x W2½ x D2 inches)

Push button to release lid

Compact design

Disc
Easy-clean pizza wheel
Design registered

This handy kitchen gadget allows you to
divide up pizzas, pastries and sandwiches
effortlessly with its circular stainless-steel
blade. The ergonomic design includes a
clever non-slip silicone palm grip that can
be reversed to create a handy blade guard
for safe storage. But best of all, when it
comes to clearing up, the blade simply
pulls out from the case, making it very
easy to clean.

Non-slip silicone grip

Dishwasher safe.

Stores safely in a drawer

Disc
(20038)
Dimensions H12 x W10.5 x D1.8 cm
(H4¾ x W4 x D¾ inches)

Removeable blade

Silicone grip reverses to become blade guard

Milltop
Non-spill salt & pepper
mill set
™

Design registered

Anti-spill design

Adjust grinding size by twisting stainless-steel top

Easy to refill - simply unscrew base

Conventional salt & pepper mills often
create mess by leaving excess grounds on
surfaces when placed down. The simple,
elegant design of Milltop™ avoids this
problem as the grinding mechanism is
at the top of the mill, which means any
excess grounds fall back inside the unit
after use. The innovative design also does
away with a long central spindle for the
grinding mechanism, which increases its
capacity and makes it much easier to fill.
To use, simply invert the mill and twist the
base to grind. To adjust the grinding size,
simply rotate the stainless-steel top.
Wipe clean with a damp cloth.

Simply twist base to grind

Milltop™
(95036)
Dimensions H16.9 x W7 x D7 cm
(H6½ x W2¾ x D2¾ inches)
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Froach Pods
Set of 2 silicone egg rings
™

Design registered

Froach Pods™ are a totally new and
healthier way to cook eggs, combining the
principles of both frying and poaching into
one revolutionary design. These innovative
silicone eggs rings feature a small reservoir
on top into which you add a few spoonfuls
of water. As the water heats up during
cooking, it turns to steam which flows
across the top of the egg, cooking it to
perfection. Meanwhile, the base of the egg
cooks as normal on the hot pan but won’t
stick due to the presence of moisture from
the steam. Apart from a small amount of oil
needed around the inside edge of the pod,
you only need to add water, which means
that Froach Pods™ use up to 95% less oil
than with typical frying.
Available as a set of two. Dishwasher safe.
Only suitable for use with non-stick pans.
Full instructions included.

Video

Crack egg into ring

Add 3-5 tbsp. of water to reservoir

Uses

95%
less oil

Froach Pods™ Technology
Water

Froach Pods™
Set of 2 silicone egg rings
(20120)
Dimensions
H4.4 x W9.9 x D11.8 cm
(H1½ x W3¾ x D4½ inches)

Steam

Steam
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Scoop&Pick
2-piece jar spoon
and fork set
™

Design by Morph
Design registered

Serve up mess-free antipasti and olives
with this handy utensil. The diminutive
design is actually two tools in one. Firstly
the long-handled slotted spoon ensures
that you can scoop and drain from even
the deepest jars. Secondly the integrated
fork is perfect for skewering difficult to
serve foods such as pickles or sun-dried
tomatoes. Both tools clip neatly together
when not in use to ensure easy storage.
Dishwasher safe.

Quick-draining spoon

Scoop&Pick™
(10105)
Dimensions D3 x H20 x W2.8 cm
(D1 x H7¾ x W1 inches)

Stainless-steel fork

Fork clips neatly into spoon
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NEW

Dash
Pestle & mortar
with bamboo lid
™

Design registered

Unlike other pestle and mortars, this stylish
design includes a reversible bamboo lid
with several functions. Firstly, it helps keep
the mortar clean and dust free when stored
on a worktop or shelf and features a deep
groove on the top to safely hold the pestle
when not in use. When removed, the lid
can also be turned over and used to place
ingredients ready for preparation or even as
a small chopping surface. The heavy-weight
pestle and mortar are both carved from the
same hard-wearing, natural granite, making
them perfect for crushing garlic, grinding
spices, pounding herbs and making pesto
and salsas. As this product is made from
beautiful, natural materials, each item
produced is unique.
Wash and dry by hand.

Pestle stores safely on top of lid

Heavy-weight design carved from hard-wearing
natural granite

Bamboo lid keeps mortar clean and dust free
when stored

Lid can also be used for holding ingredients
or as a small chopping surface

Video

Dash™
(20176)
Dimensions H13 x D15.5 x W15.5 cm
(H5.1 x D6.19 x W6.1 inches)

Ideal for making spice rubs, pastes, dressings,
sauces and marinades
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Catcher
Citrus reamer
with pip catcher
™

Design by Graeme Davies
Design registered

Ensure you get the whole juice and nothing
but the juice with this innovative citrus
reamer. With conventional hand reamers,
the extracted liquid needs to be strained
before use to remove any unwanted pips
and fruit pulp. The design of Catcher™ helps
eliminate this problem with its soft rubber
cup underneath the reaming head, which
catches any debris whilst allowing precious
juice to drain through.
More comfortable to use than a horizontal
hand juicer, Catcher™ is perfect for all kinds
of citrus fruit.

Flexible cup catches pips

Dishwasher safe.

Catcher™
(20028) Yellow
Dimensions H16.5 x W8.5 x D7 cm
(H6½ x W3½ x D2¾ inches)

Dimple
Non-drip ice-cream scoop
™

Design by Griffik
Design registered

Create less mess when serving ice cream
with this thoughtfully designed scoop.
Firstly, it has a plated zinc-alloy head with
a faceted surface which helps release
scooped ice cream more easily. Secondly,
the tip of its weighted handle is flat which
means it can be stored upright between
scoops, rather than placed down on the
worktop or stuck into tubs.
Lastly, it has a flexible silicone collar that
catches any melted ice cream and drips
before they run down the handle, leaving
you free to enjoy your favourite dessert
without sticky hands or worktops.

Collar catches drips when stood upright

Dishwasher safe.

Dimple™
(20046) Green
Dimensions H18 x W5 x D4.5 cm
(H7 x W2 x D1¾ inches)

Easy-release scooping head
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NEW

CleanForce
Garlic press

™

Design registered

This powerful garlic press crushes cloves
with ease and features a wiper blade and
a handy scraping tool for easy cleaning.
Just pop a clove or two inside the head and
squeeze the handles to crush. To remove
the crushed garlic, pull the trigger and the
blade gently sweeps it free. To remove any
remaining garlic or skin inside the head
take out the cleaning tool, which is stored

neatly on the inside of one of the handles.
This features solid bristles on one side for
cleaning the holes in the crushing plate and
a curved tip for scraping skin from inside
the head. After use, simply clip the tool
safely back inside the handle for storage.
Dishwasher safe.

Trigger-operated wiper blade removes crushed garlic

Easy-squeeze mechanism

CleanForce™
(20179)
Dimensions H16 x D6 x W4.2 cm
(H6.25 x D2.4 x W1.6 inches)

Handy cleaning tool for removing trapped garlic and skin from crushing plate

Video
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Clean-Press
2-piece easy-clean
garlic press
Design by Goodwin Hartshorn
Design registered

Clean-Press
(20067)
Dimensions H3 x W19.3 x D4 cm
(H1 x W7½ x D1½ inches)

The unique, 2-piece design of this garlic
press makes the task of crushing garlic
cloves much easier and less messy. Like a
conventional garlic press, whole cloves are
forced through a pierced extruder plate by
squeezing the two levers together. Unlike
conventional presses the two levers can
then be separated enabling the top one
to be used as a handy scraping tool for
removing crushed garlic from the front

of the extruder plate. The remaining skin or
pulp can then be removed with the tip of
the lever from the extruding chamber. The
unit can be washed under running water
where its cone-shaped holes prevent any
remaining garlic pieces from being trapped.

Easy to crush

Easy to remove garlic with tool edge

Easy to remove skin with tool tip

Easy to clean

Dishwasher safe.

Rocker
Garlic crusher
™

Design by Goodwin Hartshorn
Design registered

By using downward pressure and a
’rocking’ motion, this stylish tool breaks up
garlic cloves quickly and easily, forcing the
pieces up through the array of small holes
in its base. The crushed pieces are then
held in the curved design, allowing them
to be spooned or scraped conveniently into
a pan or bowl.

To crush, rock back and forth
over clove pressing firmly

Additional cloves can also be crushed at
this stage before emptying. Rocker™ is easy
to clean under running water but is also
dishwasher safe.
Available in a range of colours
or in brushed metal.

Dimensions H18.5 x W4 x D3 cm
(H7¼ x W1½ x D¾ inches)

Scoop into pan

Rocker™
(20062) Green
(20138) Stainless steel (USA only)

Easy to clean and dishwasher safe
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Shred-Line
Stainless-steel garlic
and ginger grater
™

Design by Griffik
Design registered

Make authentic homemade garlic or
ginger paste quickly and easily with this
neat kitchen tool. Its sharp, double-action
cutting teeth make short work of cloves
and fibrous ginger roots and its smooth
surface makes removing the pulp easy. Its
versatile design means it can also be used
for grating nutmeg and other whole spices.

Makes garlic and ginger paste fast

As it’s made from stainless steel, ShredLine™ can also help remove garlic odour
from fingers when washing by hand.
Dishwasher safe.

Add straight to a pan
Shred-Line™
(20039)
Dimensions H11.8 x W5.7 x D1.2 cm
(H4¾ x W2¼ x D½ inches)

Mezzaluna
Folding herb chopper with
integrated blade guard
Design by Goodwin Hartshorn
Design registered

Taking its name from the Italian word for
’half moon’, this traditional utensil for
chopping herbs is updated with a design
that is both safer and more compact than
the original. It has pivoting handles and
a sharp stainless-steel blade that slices
through fresh herbs and garlic with ease.

Unique easy-chopping action

After use the handles can be folded back
over the blade making it perfect for storing
in a drawer.
Wash and dry by hand.
Handles fold to create blade guard

Mezzaluna
(10079)
Dimensions
Folded H18 x W5 x D2 cm (H7 x W2 x D¾ inches)
Open H18 x W13 x D2 cm (H7 x W5 x D¾ inches)

Safe and compact when folded

Square Colander
With easy-pour corners
Design by Morph
Design registered

This bestselling, ergonomic colander has
several unique features. The single vertical
handle leaves one hand free for operating
the tap and ensures it remains upright and
stable if placed in a sink. Its square corners
make emptying food easier and the vertical
holes allow liquids to drain away quickly.
Along with its square shape, this latest
version is now stackable making it even
more space efficient. Available in a variety
of colours.

Ergonomic vertcal handle

Dishwasher safe.

Stable, non-tip design

Easy-pour corners

Square Colander
(40088) Green
(40092) White
Dimensions H19.1 x W20.5 x D11.4 cm (H7½ x W8 x D4½ inches)

Nest Colanders
2-piece set with
easy-pour corners
™

Design by Morph
Design registered

Nest™ is the ultimate collection of practical, space-saving kitchenware.
Each product in the range has been cleverly designed so that the
individual elements within each set can be stacked neatly together,
thereby occupying the absolute minimum amount of space.

Space-saving design

This set of two colanders feature ergonomic vertical handles that leave
one hand free for operating the tap and ensure they remain upright
and stable if placed in a sink. Their angled corners make emptying food
easier and the vertical holes allow liquids to drain away quickly. The two
sizes nest neatly together for space-saving storage but also allow you to
wash and drain different foods separately.
Dishwasher safe.

Nest™ Colanders
(40093) Green
(10535) Green USA only
(40094) Grey

Dimensions D22.1 x W23.5 x H13.3 cm (D8¾ x W9¼ x H5¼ inches)
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Heat-resistant up to 220˚C (428˚F)

NEW

Spot-On
Set of 2 silicone trivets
™

Design registered

This eye-catching set features two circular
trivets that fit neatly together for compact
storage. To use, simply peel apart and place
down with the raised dots facing upwards.
Made from heat-resistant silicone (up to
220˚C/428˚F), they’re stain-resistant, easy
to clean and protect valuable worktops and
tables from scratches and heat damage.

Protects surfaces from scratches and
heat damage

Store together saving valuable drawer space

Video

Dishwasher safe.

Spot-On™
(20174)
Dimensions H17 x D1 x W17 cm
(H6.7 x D0.4 x W6.7 inches)
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Stretch
Expandable silicone
pot stand
™

Design registered

Most conventional pot stands only provide
enough space for standing a single hot
pan or dish on, meaning additional stands
are required if serving food from a variety
of hot containers. The unique design of
Stretch™ helps eliminate this problem, as its
size can be easily adjusted to provide space
for more than one pan, or even a large
casserole dish.
After use, it folds neatly away for
convenient storage. Made from a highquality silicone-nylon composite, it is heatresistant up to 240°C/464°F.
Dishwasher safe.
Stretch™
(70033) Black
Dimensions Closed D29.5 x H8 x W4 cm (D11½ x H3 x W1½ inches)
Open D29.5 x H8 x W7 cm (D11½ x H3 x W2¾ inches)
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Three bottle-opening tools in one

NEW

BarStar
3-in-1 corkscrew
Design registered

This handy gadget features three bottleopening tools in one compact design.
Firstly, it has an easy-open winding
corkscrew with a non-stick thread that
glides quickly into any cork. Secondly, at the
bottom of the opener is a removable foil
cutting tool with four sharp cutting wheels.
This is removed or attached by simply
squeezing the sides of the cutter. Finally,
at the top of the corkscrew is a bottle-cap
opener for prising off metal caps.

Removable foil cutter

Easy-open corkscrew

Wipe clean with a damp cloth.

Bottle-cap opener

BarStar
(20173)
Dimensions H18.5 x D5 x W6 cm
(H7.25 x D2.0 x W2.4 inches)
Video

Unique folding design

BarWise
Compact lever corkscrew
™

Design by Chambers Design Studio
Design registered

Conventional lever corkscrews are
notoriously large and cumbersome to use
and store. This BarWise™ compact lever
corkscrew, however, packs all the power
of a full-sized lever corkscrew in a clever,
folding design. It’s easy to use, removing
corks with a simple lever action, and
features twin integrated foil cutters and
a non-stick screw thread, which glides
smoothly into any cork. After use, the lever
can be neatly folded away to allow for easy,
compact storage.

Powerful lever design removes corks easily

Unique folding design compact when stored

Wipe clean with a damp cloth. Full
usage instructions and a spare screw
thread included.

Integrated foil cutters

Video

Dimensions H12.7 x W5.7 x D7 cm (H5 x W2¼ x D2.7 inches)

BarWise™
Compact lever corkscrew
(20099) Blue
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BarWise
Twist-lock wine stoppers
™

Design registered

Keep unfinished wine fresher for longer
with a simple twist of these neat wine
stoppers. Their twist-lock mechanism
creates a secure airtight and leakproof
silicone seal that helps prevent opened
wine from deteriorating too quickly
and features a brightly coloured locking

indicator confirming when the seal has
been made. To release simply twist the
opposite way and remove.

Creates a secure leakproof and airtight seal

Easy-to-use twist-lock mechanism

Available as a set of two. 		
Wash and dry by hand.

Available as a set of two

BarWise™
Twist-lock wine stoppers
Set of 2
(20110) Blue
Dimensions H7.7 x W2.4 x D2.4 cm
(H3 x W1 x D1 inches)
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QuickSnap Plus
Easy-release ice-cube
tray with stackable lid
™

Design by Graeme Davies
Design registered

Similar in style to a conventional ice tray,
this innovative design has a unique switch
mechanism, which holds the ice cubes
securely in place until required. It also
includes a flexible lid that enables you
to stack additional trays on top of one
another in the freezer drawer, helping
to prevent water spills and the ice cubes
from tainting with any freezer odours.
Fill QuickSnap™ Plus with water just like a
conventional ice tray. When ice is needed,

Push switch to release one cube at a time

QuickSnap™ Plus
(20018) White/Green
(20020) White/Blue
Dimensions D13 x W32.2 x H3.5 cm (D5 x W12½ x H1¼ inches)

simply twist the tray to loosen the cubes
and then push each switch on the reverse,
in the direction of the arrow, to release one
ice cube at a time - effectively snapping
each out of its individual compartment.
With QuickSnap™ Plus you only release the
amount of ice cubes you really need, whilst
the rest remain securely in the tray and
can be placed back in the freezer. Perfect
for serving ice straight into drinks, without
touching the cubes. Dishwasher safe.
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Utensils
Elevate
Kitchen tools with
integrated tool rests
™

Design by Gillian Westley
Design registered

Cleaner worktops with Elevate™ technology

The Elevate™ range of kitchen tools has been
specifically designed to improve hygiene and
minimise the mess made by placing utensils
onto kitchen surfaces during use. Each tool
has an innovative, weighted handle with
an integrated tool rest, ensuring that when
an Elevate™ utensil is placed down, its head
is always raised from the work surface.

The Elevate™ range comprises a variety of
essential kitchen tools - including spoons,
turners, tongs and spatulas - in a host of
materials such as nylon, steel and silicone.
Available individually, in sets or with
a rotating carousel.
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Elevate™ Nylon
Elevate™ Nylon tools have hardwearing
nylon tool heads that are heat-resistant up
to 200˚C/392˚F. They also feature weighted
silicone handles that are heat-resistant up
to 270˚C/520˚F and are perfect for use with
non-stick cookware.
Dishwasher safe.

Elevate™ Nylon slotted turner
(10174) Green
Dimensions
H31.5 x W5.9 x D9 cm
(H12½ x W2¼ x D3½ inches)

Elevate™ Tools Gift Set
Contains 6 tools:
Slotted Spoon
Spaghetti Server
Solid Spoon
Slotted Turner
Flexible Turner
Ladle
(10119) Multi-colour

Elevate™ Nylon Carousel Sets
Contains rotating storage stand plus 6 tools:
Slotted Spoon
Spaghetti Server
Solid Spoon
Slotted Turner
Flexible Turner
Ladle
(10118) Multi-colour
(10141) Opal
Dimensions
H34 x W23 x D23 cm (H13½ x W9 x D9 inches)

Elevate™ Nylon Carousel Set with Tongs
Set contains:
Ladle
Flexible Turner
Solid Spoon
Slotted Spoon
Stainless-steel Tongs
Slotted Turner
Carousel
(10151) Grey
Dimensions H34 x W23 x D23 x cm
(H13½ x W9 x D9 inches)

Video

Elevate™ Nylon ladle
(10169) Green
Dimensions
H30 x W9.2 x D7 cm
(H11¾ x W35⁄8 x D2¾ inches)
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Elevate™ Silicone
Elevate™ Silicone tools have a streamlined
design and flexible, silicone tool heads that
are heat-resistant up to 270˚C/520˚F. They
also feature lightweight nylon handles that

are heat-resistant up to 200˚C/392˚F and are
perfect for use with non-stick cookware.

Tools - dishwasher safe; stand - wipe clean
with a damp cloth.

They are available as a 5-piece set, which
features a range of essential tools and comes
with an ultra-compact storage stand with a
non-slip base.

Elevate™ Silicone 5-piece
Kitchen tool set with stand
Set includes:
Paddle/turner
Slotted spoon
Solid spoon
Spatula
Slotted turner
(10176) Opal
Dimensions H32 x W13 x D13 cm
(H12½ x W5 x D5 inches)

Elevate™ Silicone tongs
(10162) Green
Dimensions
H30.5 x W4 x D6 cm
(H12 x W1½ x D2 inches)
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Elevate Steel
Slimline stainless-steel tongs
with integrated tool rests
™

Design by Derek Roberts
Design registered

These Elevate™ tongs are made from
stainless steel and have lockable arms and
a slimline shape for compact storage. The
precision tips make them ideal for a wide
range of cooking and serving tasks and the

integrated tool rests mean you don’t need
to worry about hygiene or mess if you put
them down during use.
Dishwasher safe.

Integrated tool rests prevent tips from touching the work surface

Lockable arms for compact storage

Elevate™ Steel
(10536) Green
Dimensions H31.5 x W5.5 x D2.8 cm
(H12½ x W2¼ x D1¼ inches)

Precision tips for a wide range of cooking and
serving tasks
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Elevate Egg Spatula
with integrated tool rest
™

Design registered

This multi-function tool is the ultimate
utensil for cooking eggs in a range of
methods. Its silicone head is heat-resistant
up to 270°C/520°F and features different
characteristics for different tasks. The tip
of the head is firm, making it ideal for
scrambling and stirring; the longest edge
is soft and flexible, perfect for lifting and
turning omelettes; and the wide, flat face
is designed for easily lifting eggs after frying.
In addition, it features an integrated tool
rest, which improves hygiene and keeps
your worktop cleaner.

The ultimate egg utensil

Dishwasher safe.

Flexible edge for flipping
and lifting

Elevate™ Egg Spatula
(20122) Yellow
Dimensions H32 x W27.3 x D4 cm
(H12½ x W10¾ x D1½ inches)

Firm tip for scrambling

Wide face for lifting and carrying

DoorStore Utensils
4-piece Elevate™ Silicone
kitchen tool set with
in-cupboard rack
™

Design registered

This inventive utensil set helps make
maximum use of the space inside your
cupboard by storing on the back of the
door. It comprises a set of four Elevate™
Silicone utensils plus a slimline storage rack.
The rack comes with strong, 3M™ VHB™
adhesive tape on the reverse making it
very easy to install on a clean, flat surface ideal for inside cupboards or other narrow
spaces. The utensils feature flexible silicone
tool heads which are heat-resistant up to
270°C/520°F and integrated tool rests,
which improve hygiene and reduce mess
during use. Installation instructions included.

Integrated tool rests improve hygiene
and reduce mess

Slimline storage solution

Improves
hygiene,
reduces
mess

Easy tool-free installation using 3M™ VHB™ tape
Video

Utensils - Dishwasher safe.		
Rack - Wipe clean.
DoorStore™ Utensils
(10178) Opal
Dimensions H32 x W27.3 x D4 cm
(H12½ x W10¾ x D1½ inches)
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UPDATE

Twist
2-in-1 silicone whisk
™

Design registered

With a simple twist of the handle, this clever
design switches between two different types
of whisk. In its closed or flat position, it’s
ideal for stirring sauces or making gravy as
its heat-resistant, silicone-coated stainlesssteel wires are perfect for scraping and
combining ingredients together. In its open
position, it becomes a conventional balloon

whisk that’s perfect for whipping cream
or beating egg whites into peaks. Suitable
for non-stick cookware, it also folds flat
for compact storage. Silicone wires heatresistant up to 200˚C/392˚F.
Dishwasher safe.

Folds flat for compact storage

Balloon whisk for whipping

Flat whisk for blending

Video

Twist™
(10539)
Dimensions
Closed H28 x W9 x D4 cm (H11 x W3.5 x D1.6 inches)
Open H28 x W9 x D7 cm (H11 x W3.5 x D2.75 inches)
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Scoop Plus
Colander
™

Design by Morph
Design registered

This simple but effective kitchen utensil
allows you to scoop, drain and serve food
straight from a hot pan or baking tray.
It incorporates small pan hooks on the
underside of the tool head that allow you to
conveniently rest it on the side of a pan as it
drains. Heat resistant up to 200°C/392°F.
Dishwasher safe.

Rests on the side of a pan to drain

Integrated pan hooks

Scoop™ Plus
(10065) Green
(10066) Black
(10160) Grey
Dimensions H34 x W13 x D5.5 cm
(H13½ x W5 x D2 inches)
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Turner Tongs
Ergonomic silicone tongs
Design by Derek Roberts
Design registered

This ergonomic utensil combines the features of conventional kitchen
tongs with those of a large flat turner, allowing you to lift and turn
even the trickiest foods with ease. The carefully angled arms and wide
flat tips are ideal for getting under steaks, burgers and even large fish
fillets. Its silicone tips are suitable for use with non-stick cookware
and are heat-resistant up to 270ºC/520ºF. Finally, it has lockable
arms for compact storage.
Dishwasher safe.

Turner Tongs
(10142) Orange
Dimensions H30 x W6.5 x D3 cm
(H11¾ x W2½ x D1 inches)

Lockable arms

Compact when stored

1. Slotted spoon

2. Turner

3. Cutting tool

4. Solid spoon

Uni-tool
The 5-in-1 kitchen utensil
™

Design by Derek Roberts
Design registered

If you’re tired of searching through the kitchen drawer for the
correct utensil, or simply want to reduce clutter, Uni-tool™ is the
perfect solution. The ultimate in space-saving design, Uni-tool™ is
five utensils in one. Made from tough nylon and silicone, it is safe for
use with non-stick cookware and heat-resistant up to 200°C/392°F.
Dishwasher safe.

Uni-tool™
(UNITG0100SW) Grey
Dimensions H30.3 x W6.8 x D2.2 cm
(H12 x W2¾ x D1 inches)

5. Spatula
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Nest Utensils Plus
Compact kitchen tool set
with magnetic storage stand
™

Design by Studio17 Design
Design registered

Nest™ is the ultimate collection of practical,
space-saving kitchenware comprising a
unique range of food preparation sets.

Their innovative design allows the individual
elements within each set to be stacked
together, thereby occupying the absolute
minimum amount of space, wherever they
are stored.

holds any utensils that aren’t in use. When
nested together, each tool is held securely
in place by small magnets in the handles.
This colourful set not only looks great, but
its compact design eliminates the need for
an additional utensil pot.

Nest™ Utensils Plus is the latest update
to this range. Comprising five essential
kitchen tools, this innovative design now
comes with a separate storage stand which

All utensils are heat-resistant up to
200°C/392°F and are dishwasher safe.

Nest™ Utensils Plus
(10124) Multi-colour
Dimensions H33 x W11 x D11 cm
(H13 x W4¼ x D4 inches)

Slotted Spatula

Spaghetti Server

Nest™ Utensils Plus
(10140) Opal
Dimensions H33 x W11 x D11 cm
(H13 x W4¼ x D4 inches)

Slotted Spoon

Solid Spoon

Ladle

Nest™ 100 Utensils
(95031)
Dimensions H33 x W11 x D11 cm
(H13 x W4¼ x D4 inches)

Storage stand
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46 KNIVES & CUTTING

Knives & Cutting
Elevate Knives
with integrated knife rests
™

Design by Gillian Westley
Design registered

The Elevate™ knife range has been
specifically designed to improve hygiene
and minimise the mess made by placing
knives onto kitchen surfaces during use.
Each knife has an innovative, weighted
handle with an integrated tool rest,

ensuring that its blade is always raised
off the work surface when placed down.

Knives: Hand wash only and dry immediately.
Carousel: Wipe clean with a damp cloth.

Selected items are available individually or
as a set of three with their own protective
storage sheaths. They also come in larger
sets with a rotating knife block. These
feature vertical slots that make removing
each knife easy, even if stored beneath a
cupboard, and a non-slip base.

Elevate™ Knives Carousel set
This knife block rotates for quick selection
and features vertical slots that make
removing each knife easy, even if stored
beneath a cupboard. The knife block also
features a non-slip base.
Not dishwasher safe.

Elevate™ Knives Individuals

3.5” Paring knife with sheath
(10529) Teal

4.5” Serrated knife with sheath
(10530) Green

Improves
hygiene,
reduces
mess

6.5”Chef’s knife with sheath
(10532) Red

8” Bread knife with sheath
(10533) Orange

5.5” Santoku knife with sheath
(10531) Yellow

Video

3-piece Elevate™ Knife Set
Set contains:
3.5” Paring knife with sheath
4.5” Serrated knife with sheath
6.5” Chef’s knife with sheath
(10528) Multicoloured

Elevate™ Knives Carousel Set
Set contains:
3.5” Paring knife
4.5” Serrated knife
5.5” Santoku knife
6.5” Chef’s knife
8” Bread knife
(10527) Multicoloured
Dimensions
H36 x W14 x D14 cm (H141⁄8 x W5½ x D5½ inches)

GERMAN
S TA I N L E S S - S T E E L

Elevate™ 100 Knives Carousel Set
Set contains:
3.5” Paring knife
5” Utility knife
7” Santoku knife
8” Chef’s knife
8” Bread knife
8” Carving knife
(95034)
Dimensions
H34 x W23 x D23 cm (H13½ x W9 x D9 inches)
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NEW

Elevate Knives SlimBlock
5-piece knife set with
ceramic sharpener
™

Design registered

The Elevate™ range of kitchen tools
is designed to improve hygiene and
reduce mess. Each tool has an innovative
weighted handle with an integrated tool
rest, ensuring that the head or blade
is always raised off the work surface,
when placed down.
This stylish set comprises five knives
with Japanese stainless-steel blades and
ergonomic handles plus a smart, slimline
knife block. The block features easy-access
knife slots and a removable, two-stage
ceramic sharpener in the base. Simply push
the side of the unit to release the sharpener
when required. The sharpener features two
ceramic wheels that sharpen and hone the
blades, helping to keep them in optimum
condition (not suitable for ceramic or
serrated blades). After use, simply slide the
sharpener back into place where a magnet
holds it securely in place.

Improves
hygiene,
reduces
mess

Not dishwasher safe. Knives: Hand wash
only and dry immediately. Block and
sharpener: Wipe clean with a damp
cloth. Sharpener not suitable for ceramic
or serrated blades.

Removable two-stage ceramic sharpener in base

3.5” Paring knife

Video

4.5” Serrated knife

5.5” Santoku knife

6.5” Chef’s knife

8” Bread knife

Elevate™ Knives SlimBlock
(10537) Multicolour
Dimensions H35.7cm x W7.5cm x D16.8 cm (H14 x W3 x D6½ inches)
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Elevate Knives Bamboo
5-piece knife set with
slimline bamboo block
™

Design registered

Improves
hygiene,
reduces
mess

The Elevate range of kitchen tools has
been specifically designed to improve
hygiene and minimise the mess made
by placing utensils onto kitchen surfaces
during use. Each tool has an innovative,
weighted handle with an integrated tool
rest, ensuring that its head is always raised
off the work surface, when placed down.
™

This 5-piece set includes a range of
essential kitchen knives, each with a
Japanese stainless-steel blade. The slimline
bamboo block takes up much less room
on the worktop than a conventional knife
block and features universal magnetic knife
slots that hold the knives securely in place.
It also includes non-slip feet on the base.
Knives - wash and dry by hand		
Block - wipe clean with damp cloth

3½” Paring knife

Elevate™ technology improves hygiene and
reduces mess

Magnetic knife slots holds knives securely in place

5” Santoku knife

6” Chef’s knife

8” Bread knife

8” Carving knife

Elevate™ Knives Bamboo
(10300) Opal
Dimensions H22.4 x W9.1 x D1.8 cm (H8¾ x W3½x D¾ inches)
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DoorStore Knives
4-piece Elevate™ knife set
with in-cupboard storage
case
™

Design registered

This innovative knife set helps make
maximum use of the space inside your
cupboard by storing on the back of the
door. It comprises a set of four Elevate™
knives plus a slimline storage case. The
case comes with strong, 3M™ VHB™
adhesive tape on the reverse making
it very easy to install on a clean, flat
surface - ideal for inside cupboards or

other narrow spaces. The knives feature
silicone-coated, stainless-steel blades
and integrated tool rests, which improve
hygiene and reduce mess during use.
Installation instructions included.
Knives - Wash and dry by hand.		
Case - Wipe clean only.

Elevate™ technology improves hygiene and
reduces mess

Easy, tool-free installation using strong 3M™ VHB™
adhesive tape

Video

3½” Paring knife

Improves
hygiene,
reduces
mess

4¼” Serrated knife

5” Santoku knife

DoorStore™ Knives
(10303) Multicolour
Dimensions H31 x W22 x D2 cm (H12¼ x W8½ x D¾ inches)

6” Chef’s knife
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LockBlock
Self-locking knife block
™

Design registered

Cam-lock™ technology

For parents with young children, safety
around the home is paramount. And when
it comes to sharp kitchen knives many
people feel happier hiding these items away
in a drawer. But then the drawer needs
to be secured, the blades can be easily
damaged and the knives can be dangerous
to take out when needed.
Locked

LockBlock™, however, provides the perfect
solution. The innovative design locks
knives safely inside the block and requires
an adult-sized hand to operate it, meaning
that most children aged 5 and under will
be unable to remove any knife*. As each
knife is placed inside a knife slot, its blade
is held securely by the unique Cam-lock™
mechanism. Pulling on a knife only
increases the force of the grip so knives
cannot be simply forced out of the block.
To remove a knife from LockBlock™ the
release button, situated on either side for
left and right-handed operation, needs to
be firmly pressed. But due to its position
and the force required to press it, only
someone with an adult-sized hand can do
this. The mechanism inside won’t damage
expensive knife blades as it has a smooth
rubber surface so it holds the knife blade
without scratching. LockBlock™ includes
a set of 6 high quality knives that are
made from Japanese 420J2 stainless
steel and have precision, taper-ground
edges for effective use. Their ergonomic
handles have a textured, non-slip grip
and a large bolster to help protect fingers.
They are also colour-coded to match
their corresponding knife slot.
Knives - wash and dry by hand.
Block - wipe clean with a damp cloth.

Unlocked

LockBlock knife set comprises:
™

3½” Paring knife

5” Utility knife

7” Santoku knife

8” Chef’s knife

8” Bread knife

8” Carving knife

*In tests 96% of children aged 5 and under
were unable to remove knives. This product is
not a substitute for adult supervision. Always
keep knives away from children and never leave
a child unattended.

LockBlock™ set with knives
(10125) Multicolour
Dimensions Block H35.5 x W14 x D16.5 cm
(H14 x W5½ x H6½ inches)
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PowerGrip
Kitchen scissors with
integrated thumb grip
™

Design registered

These multi-purpose kitchen scissors are
packed with practical features, including
an integrated thumb grip for two-handed
use - ideal when you need more power
to cut through chicken bones, wooden
skewers or tough string. They have
Japanese stainless-steel blades with a
serrated edge for superior cutting, a handy
blade notch for gripping items like flower
stems and an integrated herb stripper.
The blades also separate for easy cleaning.

Extra grip for other hand when more power
is needed

Blades separate for easy cleaning

Wash and dry by hand.

Integrated herb stripper

PowerGrip™
(10302)
Dimensions H22.4 x W9.1 x D1.8 cm
(H8¾ x W3½ x D¾ inches)
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Slice&Sharpen Knives
™

Silicone-coated knives with
sharpening sheaths
Design registered

These all-in-one knives have non-stick,
silicone-coated blades and come with
their own protective storage sheath which
includes a built-in ceramic sharpener.
This allows you to sharpen the blades just
before use, which is both safer and more

efficient. Sheaths have a non-slip base
for safe sharpening.
Knives - wash and dry by hand.
Sheaths - wipe clean with a damp cloth.

Sharpen

Protect

Set of 2				
6” Chef’s knife, 3½” Paring knife
(10146) Red
Dimensions 6” Chef’s knife H26 x W1.5 x D3.5 cm (H8½ x W½ x D1 inches)
3½” Paring knife H21.5 x W1.5 x D3 cm (H12¼ x W½ x D1¼ inches)
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Rota
Folding knife sharpener
and honer
™

Design by Studio17 Design
Design registered

The unique, swivelling design of this stylish
knife sharpener provides two key benefits.
Firstly, when opened out, it creates a safe,
ergonomic handle to hold when sharpening.
Then, when finished, the handle folds
neatly away again, creating a compact unit
that stores easily in a drawer. It has coarse
and fine ceramic sharpening wheels for

maintaining knives with a variety of blade
conditions from dull through to damaged
edges. Non-slip feet on the base give
added stability.

Folds for compact storage

Push button and rotate to open or close

Suitable for most types of stainless-steel
knives. Not suitable for serrated or ceramic
blades. Wipe clean with a damp cloth.

Integrated handle and non-slip feet

Rota™
(10048) Red
Dimensions Open H4 x W4 x D19.5 cm (H1¾ x W1¾ x D8 inches)
Closed H4 x W4 x D12.5 cm (H1¾ x W1¾ x D5 inches)
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Bowls, Weighing
& Measuring
NEW

Uno
Salad bowl and servers
™

Design registered

Conventional salad servers are often stored
separately to the bowl and inevitably take
up precious drawer space. In this smart set,
however, the servers conveniently store on
the edge of the bowl, thereby freeing-up
drawer space and eliminating the need to
hunt around for them when required. The
large-sized bowl is perfect for serving all
types of cold salads, hot rice or pasta dishes
and even desserts. The servers themselves
are made from durable 18/8 stainless
steel, making the set a stylish centrepiece
for any dining table.

BPA Free

Dishwasher safe.
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Video

Space-saving servers conveniently store
on the edge of the bowl

Uno™
(20155) Stone
Dimensions H14.5 x D30 x W30 cm
(H5.7 x D11.8 x W11.8 inches)

Servers made from 18/8 stainless steel

Large serving bowl perfect for salads, rice or pasta
dishes and desserts
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BPA Free

NEW

Double-Dish
Serving bowl

™

Design by Morph
Design registered

This clever bowl provides the perfect
solution to serving snacks such as olives or
pistachio nuts, with their inedible stones
and shells. The unique design is actually
two bowls stacked on top of each other,
with the lower one curved outwards in
three places creating chutes down which
food waste can be dropped. As well as
hiding unsightly waste, it also eliminates the
need for any additional bowls or plates on
the table that would normally be required
to hold these items.

Unique double-layer design hides unsightly
food waste

Ideal for serving snacks such as olives, pistachio
nuts and wrapped candy

Double-Dish™
(20156)
Dimensions H6.5 x D17 x W18 cm
(H2.6 x D6.7 x W7.1 inches)

No need for additional empty bowls on the table

Dishwasher safe.
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NEW

Nest Trio
3-piece food preparation set
™

Design by Morph
Design registered

This useful set includes a 2.5-litre (4 pint)
mixing jug, a 0.5-litre (1 pint) measuring
jug and a citrus juicer, which all stack neatly
together for compact storage. The two jugs
feature vertical handles and non-slip bases
for added stability and clear measurements
for accurate reading. The citrus juicer fits
neatly into the measuring jug allowing you
to squeeze just the right amount of juice
for your recipe. This compact set is ideal for
a wide range of cooking and baking tasks.
Mixing jug and juicer - dishwasher safe.
Measuring jug - hand wash only.

Compact, space-saving design. BPA Free

Citrus juicer clips into measuring jug for use

Jugs feature easy-pour spouts, vertical handles
and non-slip bases

Citrus juicer

Measuring jug

Measuring jug

Nest™ Trio
(40110)
Dimensions H15.5 x D24.5 x W19 cm
(H6.1 x D9.6 x W7.5 inches)

Video

Mixing bowl
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Nest
Compact food
preparation sets

Nest™ is the ultimate collection of practical,
space-saving kitchenware comprising a
unique range of food preparation sets.
Their innovative design allows the individual
elements within each set to be stacked
together, thereby occupying the absolute
minimum amount of space, wherever they
are stored.

™

Design by Morph
Design registered

There are a variety of different sets available
with each item in a set having its own
individual features. All sets come in stylish
packaging and all items are dishwasher safe.

Nest™ 9 set includes mixing bowls with
a non-slip base and wide carry handles;
the small mixing bowl includes metric and
imperial measurements moulded inside
for added convenience and a handy spout
for mess-free pouring; the sieve has a fine
stainless-steel mesh and the colander has
large, easy-drain holes. All other elements
stack and snap securely together.
Nest™ 100 is made from high quality
18/8 stainless steel, providing exceptional
durability.

Nest™ 9 Plus

Nest™ 100

¹⁄6 cup (5 ml/15 ml)

¹⁄6 cup (5 ml/15 ml)

¼ cup (60 ml)

¼ cup (60 ml)

¹⁄³ cup (85 ml)

¹⁄³ cup (85 ml)
½ cup (125 ml)

½ cup (125 ml)

1 cup (250 ml)

1 cup (250 ml)
Small non-slip
mixing bowl with
measurements
0.5 L

Small non-slip mixing bowl
0.5 L

Sieve
1.65 L

Sieve
1.65 L

Colander
3L

Colander
3L

Large non-slip mixing bowl
4.5 L
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Nest™ 100
(95032)
Dimensions
H32.5 x W26.5 x D16 cm
(H12¾ x W10½ x D6¼ inches)

Y

ST

Nest™ 9 Plus
(40031) Multicolour
(40087) Multicolour USA only
(40076) Opal
(40085) Opal USA only
Dimensions
H32 x W27 x D14.5 cm
(H12½ x W10½ x D5¾ inches)
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Large non-slip
mixing bowl
4.5 L

LESS ST
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Nest™ Measure

8-piece measuring cup set
Nest™ Measure is a comprehensive
measuring cup set featuring eight cup sizes
that snap neatly together when not in use.

Compact, space-saving design

Wide range of cup sizes

¼ tsp (1.25 ml)
½ tsp (2.5 ml)
1 tsp (5 ml)
1 tbs (15 ml)
¼ Cup (60 ml)
¹⁄ ³ Cup (85 ml)
½ Cup (125 ml)

1 Cup (250 ml)
Snap-together handles

Nest™ Measure
(40019) Multi-colour
(40016) USA only
Dimensions
H8 x W9 x D18 cm (H3 x W3.5 x D7 inches)

(40077) Opal
USA only

Nest™ 100 Prep&Store
This versatile bowl set not only looks great
but is ideal for a range of food preparation
and storage tasks. Each bowl is made
from high-quality 18/8 stainless steel and
features easy-find, snap-together lids and
non-slip bases. The largest bowl in the set
also includes handy volume measurements
on the inside.
Dishwasher safe (lids - top rack only).

Bowls nest inside each other for
space-saving storage
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Nest™ 100 Prep&Store
(95025)
Dimensions
H32.5 x W26.5 x D16 cm
(H12¾ x W10½ x D6¼ inches)

LESS ST

Prep&Serve
Multi-function bowl
with integrated colander
™

Design registered

This simple, stylish product combines the
functions of a preparation bowl, colander
and a serving bowl in one convenient
design. Its integrated colander means you
can rinse food in the main bowl and then
drain off the excess water, without having
to tip the contents into a separate colander
or sieve.
Once drained the contents can either be
tipped into a pan for cooking, combined
with other ingredients such as sauces
and dressings, or served straight to the
table - all using the same bowl. It’s ideal
for preparing and serving salads and soft
fruits or for rinsing rice and lentils prior
to cooking.

Rinse

Drain

Mix

Serve

Dishwasher safe.
Prep&Serve™
Small (40065) Green
Large (40063) Green
Dimensions Small H19 x W21 x D13 cm (H7½ x W8¼ x D5 inches)
Large H25 x W29 x D18 cm (H9¾ x W9¾ x D7 inches)
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NEW

Align
2-piece easy-read
measuring jug set
™

Design registered

Video

Align™
(40109)
Dimensions H11 x D24 x W17.5 cm
(H4.3 x D9.4 x W6.9 inches)

There’s no need to bend down to read this
large measuring jug as it has an angled
design with clear measurements, allowing
you to read off the volume from above
as you pour. It comes with a mini jug for
accurately measuring smaller amounts
and this clips into the handle for neat,

space-saving storage. Both jugs feature
easy-pour corners.

Soft-grip handle and easy-pour corners

Large jug with easy-read measurements
and angled design

Volumes/measurements: Large jug: up to
1 litre/4 cups/1¾ pints/32 fl. oz.; Mini jug:
up to 50 ml/2 fl oz. Hand wash only.

2-in-1 Measuring Jug
Measure large and small
volumes
Design registered

This versatile, dual-chamber measuring
jug can measure liquids from as little as 5
ml (1/6 cup), right up to 1 litre (4 cups).
Its square corners and soft-grip handle
aid pouring and it has clear, easy-to-read
calibrations for precise measuring.
Available with metric/imperial
measurements (cups, ml, fl.oz and pints).
Dishwasher safe.

2-in-1 Measuring Jug
(40067) Green
Metric/Imperial measurements
Dimensions H16.5 x W16.5 x D14 cm
(H6½ x W6½ x D5½ inches)

Easy-pour corners

Small chamber measures from 5 ml (¹⁄6 cup)

NEW

Measure-Up
Adjustable measuring spoon
™

Design registered

If you’re looking for space-saving kitchen
tools this compact measuring spoon
provides the perfect solution. It features
a sliding handle insert that adjusts the size
of the bowl at each end, allowing you to
measure both wet and dry ingredients in
a range of volumes without the need for
multiple spoons. Simply align the easyread arrow indicators against the desired
volume before adding the ingredient to be
measured. For dry ingredients, the flat top
edge profile of the design means you can
easily level off any excess with the back of
a knife. To clean, simply slide the handle
insert towards the shallow end and gently
push until it pops out. The design features
measurements from 1 ml up to 15 ml and
from ¼ tsp up to 1 tbsp.

Measures dry ingredients from ¼ tsp
up to 1 tbsp

Measure-Up™
(40105) Blue
Dimensions H2 x D19.5 x W3 cm
(H0.8 x D7.6 x W1.3 inches)

Video

Simply slide handle to adjust volume measurement
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TriScale
Compact folding
digital scale
™

Design by Morph
Design registered

This unique digital scale brings a whole new
meaning to the concept of space-saving
kitchen gadgets. When open, its three arms
provide a stable platform on which to place
bowls and other items for weighing. When
closed, the unit folds down to an extremely
compact size, enclosing and protecting the
screen and controls, which makes it perfect
for storing in a kitchen drawer. It has an
easy-to-read LCD display, touch-sensitive
controls and an auto power-off feature.

A convenient ’add and weigh’ function also
allows multiple ingredients to be measured
in the same bowl during recipe preparation.
The scale weighs/measures in the following
units: g, lbs oz, fl.oz and ml.
Powered by 1 x 3V CR2032 battery
(included).

Add & Weigh function

Folds for convenient storage
TriScale™
(40071) White
Dimensions
Closed H4.5 x W14.9 x D2.1 cm (H1¾ x W5¾ x D¾ inches)
Open H21.9 x W20.2 x D2.1 cm (H8½ x W8 x D¾ inches)
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SwitchScale
2-in-1 digital scale
with reversible lid
™

Design by Morph
Design registered

Flip lid to weigh loose items

SwitchScale™
(40054)
Dimensions H22.6 x W18.6 x D9 cm
(H8¾ x W7¼ x D3½ inches)

This multi-functional digital scale is a
versatile kitchen device which offers two
options for weighing. You can either
place items or bowls directly on to its top,
or flip over the integrated lid to create
a measuring bowl for weighing loose
ingredients or liquids. Featuring an easyto-read back-lit LCD display and touchsensitive controls, it’s ready to weigh both
liquids and dry foods in the following units
- gms, lbs, ozs, fl.ozs, mls up to a maximum
capacity of 5kg/176.4 fl.oz/11lb/5000ml.

A convenient ’add and weigh’ function
allows multiple ingredients to be weighed
during recipe preparation and an auto
power-off feature maximises battery
life. It also has non-slip silicone feet.
Bowl - hand wash. Scale - wipe clean
with a damp cloth. Powered by 3 x AAA
batteries (included). Internal mechanism
2-year guarantee.

Quickly weigh whole items by placing on lid
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Baking
NEW

Grip-Pin
Ergonomic rolling pin
™

Design registered

This unique rolling pin features wide,
contoured handles that provide
comfortable support for the hands and
wrists as you roll. The high handle position
helps prevent your knuckles from hitting
the worktop and also prevents the pin
from accidentally rolling off the worktop
when placed down. The large beech rolling
surface is ideal for a variety of rolling tasks.
Hand wash only.

Won’t accidentally roll off your worktop

Video

Grip-Pin™
(40108) Grey
Dimensions H40 x D6.5 x W8 cm
(H15.7 x D2.6 x W3.1 inches)

High clearance for knuckles when rolling

Large 30 cm beech rolling surface
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Wide, contoured handles for a comfortable grip
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Roll-Up
Non-slip silicone pastry mat
™

Design registered

This large, silicone pastry mat provides a
hygienic, non-slip surface for preparing all
kinds of pastry and icing. It has a handy
rolling size-guide printed on its surface and,
unlike other pastry mats, an integrated,

lockable strap that keeps the mat securely
rolled when stored.

Lockable strap

Compact when stored

Roll-Up™
(20031) Green
(20097) Blue
Dimensions Closed D5 x H5 x W38 cm (D2 x H2 x W15 inches)
Open rolling area H58 x W38 cm (H23 x W15 inches)

Dishwasher safe.
Not suitable for oven use.
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Adjustable Rolling Pin
Design by Damian Evans
Design registered

This innovative rolling pin takes the
guesswork out of preparing biscuit dough,
pizza bases and pastry. It comes with
four sets of removable discs that raise the
rolling surface by different amounts, to
create exactly the required pastry thickness
- either 2 mm, 4 mm, 6 mm or 10 mm
(1/16, 1/6, 1/4 and 3/8 inches).

Now available in a sophisticated new pastel
colour palette, this ingenious device also
ensures that pastry or dough is rolled to an
even thickness throughout and to the exact
size required, via measurements on the
surface of the rolling pin. Discs - dishwasher
safe. Rolling pin - hand wash only.

3/8"
3/8”

10 mm
1/4”
6 mm
1/6”
4 mm
Simply unscrew ends to change discs

1/16”
2 mm
Adjustable Rolling Pin
(20036) Pastel
(20085) Multi-colour
Dimensions H42 x W6.5 x D6.5 cm
(H16½ x W2½ x D2½ inches)
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Chopping
Boards
Folio & Folio Steel
Set of 4 colour-coded
chopping boards with
storage case
™

™

Design registered

This stunning design features a slimline,
case that keeps four large chopping
boards beautifully organised and makes
a real statement on the worktop. Each
colour-coded board has a knife-friendly,
textured cutting surface on both sides and
non-slip feet. They can be easily removed
from the case due to the smart angled
design and stainless-steel selecting bars.

Video

Colour-coded chopping boards with non-slip feet

Stand holds boards separately, allowing
air to circulate

Slimline case for organised storage

The case holds each board neatly apart,
allowing air to circulate, and features
non-slip feet on the base. Available in
a range of sizes and finishes, including
a version with a fingerprint-proof,
stainless-steel case for easy cleaning.
Boards - Dishwasher safe.
Case - Wipe clean with a soft, damp cloth.
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Folio™ Steel
4-piece chopping board set
(60170) Stainless steel
Dimensions H26.3 x W35.6 x D7.2 cm
(H10¾ x W14 x D2¾ inches)

Folio™ Steel
4-piece chopping board set
(60171) Carbon black

Folio™ Regular
(60187) Silver

Folio™ Large
(60185) Silver

Folio™ Regular
(60186) Graphite

Folio™ Large
(60184) Graphite

Folio™ Steel
4-piece chopping board set
(60172) Rose gold

Dimensions Regular H22.2 x W32 x D7.6 cm
(H8¾ x W12½ x D3 Inches)
Large H26.2 x W35.7 x D7.6 cm
(H10¼ x W14 x D3 Inches)

Folio™ Countertop display unit.
Metal construction. Reusable - Stock not included. Subject
to availability
(991023)
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Nest Boards
3-piece chopping board
set with storage stand
™

Design registered

This smart set of colour-coded chopping
boards comes with its own sleek storage
stand, making the boards very easy
to access and a stylish addition to any
worktop. Each board is a different size,
catering for a range of food prep tasks,
and features an easy-lift stainless-steel
bar, non-slip feet and a knife-friendly,
textured cutting surface. The stand holds
each board apart, allowing air to circulate
for even drying, and includes non-slip feet
on the base.
Boards - Dishwasher safe.		
Stand - Wipe clean with a damp cloth.

Organised, space-saving storage stand

Stainless-steel bars for easy board selection

Colour-coded chopping boards with non-slip feet

Stand holds boards separately, allowing air
to circulate

Nest™ Boards Large
(60147) Grey
(60164) Green

Nest™ Boards Regular
(60146) Grey
(60163) Green

Dimensions Regular H22 x W31.9 x D6.7 cm
(H8½ x W12½ x D2½ inches)
Large H25.9 x W35.5 x D7.2 cm
(H10 x W14x D2¾ inches)
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NEW

Nest Boards Plus
6-piece knife and
chopping board set
™

Design registered

This smart set includes three colour-coded
chopping boards, three essential kitchen
knives and a sleek storage stand. Each
double-sided board features an easy-lift
stainless-steel bar, non-slip feet and knifefriendly, textured cutting surfaces. The
stand holds each board apart, allowing air
to circulate for even drying, and includes
non-slip feet on the base. The back of the
stand includes a slimline knife block safely
holding the three knives - 6½” Chef’s knife,
5½” Santoku knife, 4” Paring knife.

Organised, space-saving storage stand

Knives with sharp stainless-steel blades
and soft-grip handles

Nest™ Boards Plus
(60194)
Dimensions H27.2 x W28.3 x D22.7 cm
(H10.7 x 11.1 x 8.9 inches)

Stand holds boards separately, allowing air
to circulate

Knives - wash and dry by hand.
Boards - dishwasher safe.
Stand - wipe clean with a damp cloth.

DoorStore Chop
2-piece chopping board
set with in-cupboard
storage case
™

Design registered

This inventive chopping board set helps
make maximum use of the space inside
your cupboard by storing on the back of
the door. It comprises two chopping boards
plus a slimline storage case. The case comes
with strong, 3M™ VHB™ adhesive tape on
the reverse making it very easy to install
on a clean, flat surface - ideal for inside
cupboards or other narrow spaces. The
boards feature non-slip feet and textured,
knife-friendly cutting surfaces. Installation
instructions included.

Double-sided chopping boards
with non-slip feet

Easy, tool-free installation using
strong 3M™ VHB™ adhesive tape

Chopping boards - Dishwasher safe.
Storage case - Wipe clean.

Video

DoorStore™ Chop
(60149)
Dimensions H34.5 x W24.6 x D2.3 cm (H13½ x W9¾ x D1 inches)
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Chop2Pot Bamboo
Folding chopping board
with non-slip feet
™

Design registered

Our ever popular Chop2Pot™ folding
chopping board design is reimagined using
high-quality bamboo. As well as providing
a beautiful natural look, the hard-wearing
properties of bamboo make it ideal for
all types of food preparation tasks.
A single silicone hinge down the middle
makes it easy to fold and pour food to a
pan, and it features non-slip silicone feet
on the base. Available in two sizes.
Wash and dry by hand.

Dimensions
Small H25.5 x W21 x D1 cm
(H10 x W8 x D½ inches)
Large H32.5 x W27 x D1.5 cm
(H12¾ x W10½ x D½ inches)

Tough cutting surface

Chop2Pot™ Bamboo
(60111) Small
(60112) Large

Cut&Carve Bamboo
Multi-function
chopping board
™

Design registered

This heavy-duty chopping board is made
from tough, natural bamboo and features
an integrated food grip for holding meat,
vegetable and bread whilst cutting. It has
an angled cutting surface - to help catch
meat juices and breadcrumbs - and easypour corners. Handle recesses on the sides
make carrying easy and non-slip feet on the
base help keep it in place whilst cutting.
Its beautiful natural finish is complimented
with an etched stainless-steel badge set
into its front edge.
Wash by hand and wipe dry (do not soak).

Central food grip for holding
meat, vegetables or bread
whilst cutting

Easy-pour corners

Dimensions W40 x D30 x H3.5 cm (W15½ x D12 x H1½ inches)

Angled cutting surface
catches meat juices
and bread crumbs

Cut&Carve™ Bamboo
(60142)
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Index Bamboo
Set of 3 food-specific
chopping boards with
storage stand
™

Design by Damian Evans
Design registered

Designed to reduce cross-contamination
of different food types, Index™ Bamboo
comprises three food-specific chopping
boards with a sturdy metal storage stand.
Each board is made from tough, natural
bamboo and features an index-style tab
indicating which food type it should be used
for - raw meat, cooked food or vegetables.
Each board slots securely onto the metal
stand which also features non-slip feet.

Chopping boards - Wash by hand and wipe
dry (do not soak). Storage stand - wipe
clean with a damp cloth.

Video

Tough bamboo surface resists marking and is more hygienic than wood

Metal base holds each individual board securely and has non-slip feet

Index-style tabs on each board indicating its specific function

Index™ Bamboo
(60141)
Dimensions W35 x D9.5 x H29.5 cm
(W13¾ x D3¾ x D11½ inches)
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Index
Food-specific 			
chopping board sets
™

Design by Damian Evans
Design registered

Since its launch in 2008, Index™ has been
a worldwide bestseller, helping reduce
cross-contamination of food with a
simple-yet-effective, colour-coded system
of boards. Whilst the original concept
has always remained the same, the
range has undergone a series of design
refinements and product extensions over
the years, culminating in this latest range
of iconic products.
Index™ Regular & Large
This latest variant features the same
key benefits of the original, but with an
updated case design. As before, the knifefriendly boards feature easy-grip tabs with
food-type icons, non-slip feet on both
sides and sloping edges to catch crumbs
and liquids. The storage case also has
a non-slip base.
Chopping boards - dishwasher safe.
Storage case - wipe clean with
a damp cloth.

Vegetables

Raw fish

Index™ Regular
(60131) Silver
(60132) Graphite

Index™ Large
(60134) Silver
(60135) Graphite
Dimensions Regular case H30.5 x W23.3 x D8.3 cm (H12 x W9¼ x D3¼ inches) Boards H30 x W20 cm (H12 x W8 inches)
Large case H34.6 x W27.3 x D8.3 cm (H13½ x W10¾ x D3¼ inches) Boards H34 x W24 cm (H13¼ x W9¼ inches)

Raw meat

Cooked food
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Index™ with knives
Index™ with knives is the most
comprehensive set in the range, comprising
four colour-coded, non-slip chopping
boards plus four co-ordinating knives.
Each knife has a tough, stainless-steel
blade designed to suit its specific task,
an ergonomic handle and is colour-coded
to match its corresponding board.
Chopping boards - dishwasher safe.
Knives - wash and dry by hand.
Storage case - wipe clean with
a damp cloth.

Index™ with knives
(60096) Silver
Dimensions Case H33 x W23.5 x D8.5 cm (H13 x W9¼ x D3¾ inches)
Boards H30 x W20 cm (H12 x W8 inches)

Video

Index™ Steel
Index™ Steel has a durable, brushed stainless-steel case and
four large, colour-coded chopping boards. As well as the
iconic tabs, each board includes its own specialised cutting
feature: a juice-catching groove on the meat board; a
sloping rim for catching food and liquids on the vegetable
board; an integrated fish-grip on the raw fish board and
crumb-catching grooves on the cooked food board.

Index™ Steel
(60095)
Dimensions Case H38 x W25 x D8.5 cm (H15 x W10 x D3½ inches)				
Boards H34 x W24 cm (H13½ x W9½ inches)
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Index™ Mini
Index™ Mini’s compact size makes it perfect
for smaller preparation tasks or spacelimited kitchens. These diminutive boards
come in an easy-access, space-saving
storage case and feature index-style tabs
to indicate which food type they should be
used for - raw meat, vegetables, fish and
cooked food.

All boards have non-slip feet and sloped
edges to catch any stray food and juices.
Chopping boards - dishwasher safe.
Storage case - wipe clean with
a damp cloth.

Index™ Mini
(60097) Silver
Dimensions Case W15.5 x H21.5 x D7 cm
(W6 x H8½ x D2¾ inches)
Boards H20.5 x W15 cm (H8 x W6 inches)

Nest Chop
Set of 3 nesting chopping boards
™

Design by Donald Wentworth
Design registered

This compact set of chopping boards includes three sizes of board
each with a curved profile at one end. The unique design feature
provides two useful functions. Firstly it allows the three boards
to be neatly stored together as a freestanding unit on a kitchen
worktop. Secondly, it creates a handy chute down which chopped
food or food waste can be easily guided. Each board also features
a textured, knife-friendly cutting surface and non-slip feet.
Dishwasher safe.

Curved ends guide chopped food into your pan

Video

Boards stand upright for organised storage
Dimensions Small H25 x W18.5 x D3.5 cm (H10 x W7¼ x D1¼ inches)
Medium H29.5 x W22 x D4.5 cm (H11½ x W8½ x D1¾ inches)
Large H34 x W25.5 x 5.5 cm (H13¼ x W10 x D2¼ inches)

Nest™ Chop
(60122) Opal
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Chop2Pot
The original folding
chopping board
™

Chop2Pot™ is our original, award-winning
folding chopping board. Laid flat, it
provides a durable, knife-friendly cutting
surface for all types of food preparation.
But when the handle is squeezed, the sides
of the board fold up, forming a convenient
chute down which chopped food or waste
can be neatly guided.

Design by Mark Sanders
Design registered

This latest version of the design still
employs the same proven ’living-hinge’
technology to achieve its transformation,
but also features a textured cutting surface,
comfortable soft-grip handle and non-slip
feet. Available in three sizes and a variety
of colours.
Dishwasher safe.

Video

Comfortable soft-grip handle and non-slip feet

Chop2Pot™
Small (NSG016SW) Green
Large (60043) Green

Chop2Pot™
Small (60157) Dove grey
Large (60154) Dove grey

Chop2Pot™
Small (NSR016SW) Red
Large (60042) Red

Chop2Pot™
Small (NSBL016SW) Black
Large (60040) Black

Dimensions Small H22 x W26 cm (H9 x W10¼ inches)
Large H27 x W36 cm (H10½ x W14¼ inches)

Chop2Pot™ countertop merchandiser
Holds 12 boards. Reusable.
Stock not included.
(MERC3881CB)
Dimensions
W40 x D41 x H33 cm
(W15¾ x D16¼ x H13¼ inches)

Chop2Pot™
Small (NSW016SW) White
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Cut&Carve Plus
Multi-function
chopping board
™

Design by John Brauer and Joseph Joseph
Design registered

Cut&Carve™ Plus is our popular doublesided, multi-function chopping board.
It has an integrated meat grip on one
side of the board, angled cutting surfaces
and easy-pour corners, which help in the
collection and disposal of liquids or food
when cutting or carving. The opposite side
of the board provides a smooth cutting
surface, for general food preparation, and
it also has non-slip feet and soft-grip sides.
Available in a range of colours.
Dishwasher safe.

Carve

Cut

Cut&Carve™ Plus large
(60002) Black
(60004) Red
(60001) Green
Dimensions H37.5 x W29.5 x D2.5 cm (H14½ x W11½ x D1 inches)

Pour

Collect

Countertop merchandiser.
Holds 8 Cut&Carve™ units. Reusable.
Stock not included
(99908)
Dimensions
H45 x W37.5 x D31 cm
(H17½ x W11½ x D12 inches)
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Slice&Sharpen
Chopping board with
integrated knife sharpener
™

Design registered

Quickly and easily sharpen knives prior to
cutting food with this innovative chopping
board design. It has a ceramic sharpener
built into the surface that allows you to

hone the quality of your blades just before
you use them. It also features a non-slip
rubber edge that ensures the board stays
securely in place when sharpening. It also
features a knife-friendly cutting surface that
will protect the integrity of your knives.
Dishwasher safe.
Sharpener not suitable for serrated
or ceramic blades.

High quality ceramic knife sharpeners

Slice&Sharpen™
(60027) Green
Dimensions H37 x W28 x D1 cm
(H14½ x W11 x D½ inches)

Pop
Set of 3 chopping mats
™

Design registered

This colourful set of chopping mats are
perfect for a range of food preparation tasks
and conveniently snap together for easy
storage. Each board has a double-sided,
knife-friendly cutting surface and is clearly
colour-coded, making it easier to keep
specific mats for specific tasks. The ’hole’
detail is designed to allow the mats to be
joined by simply pushing together, and it
also provides the perfect hanging point.

Boardssnap together for compact storage

Dishwasher safe.

Pop™
(92104) Multicoloured
Dimensions H24 x W34 x D0.6 cm
(H16½ x W10¼ x D¼ inches)
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Worktop Savers
Multi-purpose boards for
preparing and serving food

Made from toughened glass and with
non-slip rubber feet, these multi-function
boards provide a hygienic, odour and stainresistant work surface for all types of food
preparation and presentation. In addition
they can be used to protect tables and
worktops from serving bowls and dishes.

Available in a wide range of designs,
they are heat-resistant up to 280°C/536°F.

Protect

Prepare

Serve

Logo Clear
(90121) 40 x 50
(90124) 30 x 40

Logo Black
(90122) 40 x 50
(90125) 30 x 40

Thin Stripes
(THST012AS)

Hand wash only.

Worktop Saver countertop merchandiser
Holds 12 units
Reusable
(MERC3881CB)
Dimensions
H40 x W41 x D33 cm
(H15¾ x W16¼ x D13¼ inches)

Dimensions

H40 x W50 x D0.7 cm
(H16 x W19½ x D¼ inches)

H40 x W30 x D0.7 cm
(H16 x W2 x D¼ inches)
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Cookware
Bloom
Folding steamer basket
™

Design registered

With its self-adjusting sides, heat-resistant
silicone feet and silicone side fins, this
folding steamer basket is perfect for using
with both non-stick and stainless-steel
cookware. It features an easy-lift handle

for safe removal, has a large capacity
when fully open and folds neatly away
for compact storage.
Dishwasher safe.

Video

Self-adjusting design fits a variety of pan sizes - minimum 18 cm (7 inches)

Easy-lift fork hook

Folds for compact storage

Bloom™
(45030) Green
Dimensions H10 x W16 x D16 cm
(H3.9 x W6.3 x D6.3 inches)
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Bloom Steel
Stainless-steel folding
steamer basket
™

Design registered

This large folding steamer basket is made
from durable stainless steel and has selfadjusting sides, heat-resistant silicone feet
and silicone side fins. It features an easy-lift
handle for safe removal, has an extra-large
capacity when fully open and folds neatly

away for compact storage. It’s ideal for
use with both non-stick and stainless-steel
cookware.
Dishwasher safe.

Video

Folds for compact storage

Easy-lift fork hook - removable for steaming
larger portions

Bloom™ Steel
(45033) Green
Dimensions H10 x W16 x D16 cm
(H3.9 x W6.3 x D6.3 inches)
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Nest Steam
3-piece steaming pod set
™

Design registered

Most small in-pan steamers only provide a
single compartment for cooking food. This
can be inconvenient, especially if different
foods require different cooking times. Nest™
Steam, however, provides three individual
pods that are ideal for small portions of
vegetables and other foods. Each pod has a
non-slip silicone handle and pan rests, and
an integrated hook that suspends it safely
from the edge of your pan. After use, the
three pods stack neatly inside each other
for compact storage.
Dishwasher safe.

Steam different foods separately

Compact, space-saving design

Nest™ Steam
(40083)
Dimensions H13.5 x W15.5 x D8 cm (H5¼ x W6 x D3 inches)

M-Poach
Microwave egg poacher
™

Design registered

Preparing poached eggs in a pan can be
a tricky but cooking them in water usually
gives the best results. This can be quickly
and easily replicated in a microwave oven
with this clever design. Simply fill the
poacher with water, heat briefly in the
microwave and then break in an egg.
Cover with the lid and microwave on full
power for the specified time. To serve,
simply lift and drain the cooked egg with
the integrated colander. Full cooking
instructions included.

Eggs poached in water for a classic
taste and texture

Delicious poached eggs in minutes

Suitable for all power ratings in domestic
microwaves. The power rating (wattage)
specified on the packaging is for guidance
only. All microwaves vary so please adjust
the cooking time to suit your appliance.

Lift & drain colander for easy serving

Dishwasher safe.
M-Poach™
(20123)
Dimensions D10.1 x W11.7 x H8.5 cm
(H3.9 x W4.6 x D3.3 inches)

Splash-proof lid
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M-Cuisine
Microwave 4-piece
stackable cooking set

food right up to a full meal, ensuring
everything is ready at the same time.
Depending on the dish being prepared,
the microwave can be paused and a new
element with food added to the stack
before the cooking process is resumed.
The set comprises a main cooking pot for
preparing rice, pasta or potatoes; a steamer
basket for vegetables, fish or meat; a
griddle for cooking foods such as bacon,

™

Design registered

Flexibility is the key benefit of this stackable
microwave cooking set. With its four interchangeable pieces, the versatile design
allows you to cook anything from a single

Cooking pot, steamer,
griddle and lid

Cooking pot,
steamer and lid

Steamer with lid reversed

Design registered

Measure portion size

Reversible lid becomes
microwave plate

Go seamlessly from packet to table with
this specially designed microwave rice
cooker. This thoughtful design provides all
the tools necessary to measure, wash, cook
and serve perfect fluffy rice and grains.
It comprises a large 2-litre (2.1 qt) cooking
pot with lid; a colander; a measuring
cup, and a multi-purpose rice paddle that
simultaneously locks the lid closed for
cooking and also provides two convenient
carry handles.

™

Rinse & drain

Dishwasher safe.
Cooking guidelines included.

Cooking pot
with lid

Griddle

M-Cuisine
Microwave rice
& grain cooker

and a reversible lid which doubles as a base
for the griddle and steamer or as a standalone microwave plate. Integrated handles
on the cooking pot and lid ensure all pieces
can be safely removed from the microwave
and carried to the table for serving.

Lock & carry

M-Cuisine™ microwave
4-piece stackable cooking set
(45001)
Dimensions H24.7 x W20 x D17 cm
(H9¾ x W8 x D6¾ inches)

To use, simply measure the desired quantity
of rice or grains into the colander and then
rinse and drain. Place the colander into the
cooking pot, add the correct quantity of
water and then secure the lid on top using
the rice paddle. Fluff the rice or grains
with the rice paddle before serving.
Dishwasher safe.
Cooking guidelines included.

Serve

Suitable for all types of grains including

Rice

Oats

Couscous

Quinoa

M-Cuisine™ microwave rice & grain cooker
(45002)
Dimensions H22 x W18 x D14 cm
(H8½ x W7 x D5½ inches)
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M-Cuisine
Microwave single-serve
popcorn maker
™

Design registered

This fun popcorn maker allows you to make
a single 30g (1 oz) portion in one go, so
it should put an end to arguments over
who’s eaten more than their fair share on
film nights. What’s more, it’s made from
high-quality, heat-resistant silicone, so it
won’t melt with the high temperatures
created in the microwave when popping
corn. It has an integrated measuring guide
in the base and lid flaps that conveniently
open when the popped corn is done and
reaches the top of the maker. With no oil
or butter required, it’s a great way to make
the perfect healthy snack. Available as
a 2-pack.
Dishwasher safe.

Add
kernels

Close lid
& microwave

Lid
pops up

M-Cuisine™ 2-pack popcorn makers
(45018)
Dimensions H11 x W14.9 x D10 cm (H4½ x W7½ x D4 inches)
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Food
Storage
CupboardStore
Storage container sets
™

Design registered

This innovative storage range makes use
of every inch of cupboard space, even the
awkward area found beneath the shelf. The
range includes a set of three 900 ml (0.9 qt)
containers and a set of three 1.3-litre (1.3
qt) containers that both hang neatly from
a sturdy rail that attaches to your existing
shelf using strong 3M™ VHB™ tape. In
addition, there’s a 5-piece set of multiplesized containers without the rail that stack
perfectly in your cupboard and includes
a handy scoop that clips neatly on the
underside of the lid of the largest container.
All containers in the range have airtight
lids with easy-pull tabs and easy-pour
corners, suitable for storing a wide range
of dry foods.

Can be mounted inside or beneath cupboards

Hand wash only. For storing dry foods only.

5-piece set includes five plastic containers plus
a handy scoop

Scoop stores inside largest container

Video

CupboardStore™
3 x 900 ml
(81111) Light opal
Dimensions H11 x W33 x D19.5 cm
(H4¼ x W13 x D7¾ inches)

CupboardStore™
3 x 1.3 L
(81112) Dark opal
Dimensions H14.5 x W33 x D19.5 cm
(H5¾ x W13 x D7¾ inches)

CupboardStore™
5-piece set. 2 x 900 ml, 2 x 1.3 L, 1 x 2.2 L & Scoop
(81113) Opal
Dimensions H21 x W31 x D8½cm
(H8¼ x W12 x D3¼ inches)
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Tiered design improves visibility and access

NEW

CupboardStore
Rotating organiser
™

Design registered

Improve visibility and access in cupboards
with this simple but effective storage
solution. It comprises a low-level platform
with three tiers on a rotating base, which
makes access easy from all angles and raises
up items at the back. Rotating the platform
also reveals handy pockets in the rear of
the unit that are perfect for storing loose
items such as stock cubes, small packets or
tubes. Suitable for kitchen units over 33 cm
(13 inches) wide and deep.

Video

Rotates for accessing items at the back

Rear pocket storage for small, loose items such
as stock cubes

CupboardStore™ Rotating organiser
(85195)
Dimensions H6.8 x D28 x W33 cm
(H2.7 x D11 x W13 inches)

Perfect for use in cupboards or on worktops
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Video

Shorter top shelf allows storage of tall bottles or jars

NEW

CupboardStore
2-tier rotating organiser
™

Design registered

Improve visibility and access in cupboards
with this simple but effective storage
solution. It comprises two, tiered layers on
a rotating base, which raises up smaller
items that often get lost and makes access
from all angles easy. The top layer is also
shorter than the bottom one allowing tall
bottles or jars to be stored at the front.
Each layer has a textured surface and raised
edges to stop items sliding off. The unit
comes flat-packed but is easy to assemble
using the instructions included. Suitable for
kitchen units over 33 cm (13 inches) wide
and deep.

Tiered design improves visibility and access

Perfect for use in cupboards or on worktops

CupboardStore™ 2-tier rotating organiser
(85196)
Dimensions H20 x D28 x W33 cm
(H7.8 x D11 x W13 inches)

Rotates for accessing items at the back
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Video

Expands to fit available space

NEW

CupboardStore
Expandable shelf

™

Design registered

Maximise your cupboard space in an
instant with this smart storage shelf. It has
wire legs that fold out and lock into place,
creating a stable platform for storing jars,
cans and packets with space underneath
for more items. The shelf itself can be
expanded from 25.5 cm (10 inches) up
to 40.5 cm (16 inches) to fit available
space and it has a textured surface and
raised edges to stop items sliding off.
Suitable for kitchen units over 26 cm
(10.25 inches) wide.

Easy to assemble and install

Creates extra storage space in cupboards

Fold-out, stainless-steel legs

CupboardStore™ Expandable shelf
(85194)
Dimensions
Compact H16.25 x D21.45 x W25.5 cm
(H6.4 x D8.4 x W10 inches)
Expanded H16.25 x D21.45 x W40.5 cm
(H6.4 x D8.4 x W16 inches)

Textured surface and raised edge to stop items
sliding off

CupboardStore
Expandable tiered organiser
™

Design registered

This practical storage solution features a
clever tiered design that allows visibility to
items at the back and access from a variety
of angles.
The width of the unit can also be easily
adjusted to fit available space. Suitable for
kitchen units over 42 cm (16½ inches) wide.

Tiered design improves organisation, visibility and access in cupboards

Wipe clean with a damp cloth.

Video

42 cm (16½ inches)

61.5 cm (24 inches)

Expands to fit the full width of cupboard

CupboardStore™
Expandable tiered organiser
(85146) Grey
Dimensions
Compact H9 x W42 x D26 cm (H3½ x W16½ x D10¼ inches)
Expanded H9 x W61.5 x D26 cm (H3½ x W24 x D10¼ inches)

CupboardStore
Compact tiered organiser
with drawer
™

Design registered

This compact unit features a tiered design
that improves visibility and access to jars
and tins at the back of the cupboard and
a handy drawer for hard-to-store items
such as loose stock cubes, small packets
and food paste tubes. Its compact size also
makes it perfect for smaller cupboards.
Suitable for kitchen units with a minimum
depth of 26 cm (10 inches).
Wipe clean with a damp cloth.

Tiered design improves organisation, visibility and access in cupboards

Video

Drawer perfect for storing small items such
as stock cubes, packets or bags

CupboardStore™
Compact tiered organiser with drawer
(85145) Grey
Dimensions
H11 x W16.5 x D26 cm (H43⁄8 x W6½ x D10¼ inches)
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CupboardStore
Under-shelf spice rack
™

Design registered

This innovative spice rack features a clever,
pull-out compartment that holds up to
seven standard spice jars (not included).
Easy to install using strong 3M™ VHB™
tape, the unit fits neatly onto your existing
shelf. Suitable for kitchen units over
32 cm (125⁄8 inches) wide. Maximum shelf
thickness 2 cm (¾ inches).

Unique design utilises unused space beneath the shelf

Wipe clean with a damp cloth.

Easy tool-free installation using strong
3M™ VHB™ tape

CupboardStore™
Under-shelf spice rack
(85147) Grey
Dimensions
H9 x W32 x D13.5 cm (H3½ x W12½ x D5¼ inches)

Holds up to 7 standard spice jars
(jars not included)

Video

CupboardStore
Under-shelf drawer
™

Design registered

With cupboard space often at a premium,
this innovative design makes use of unused
space beneath the shelf. It features a handy
drawer that’s perfect for storing awkward
items such as loose stock cubes, small
packets and food paste tubes. Easy to
install using strong 3M™ VHB™ tape,
the unit fits neatly onto your existing shelf.
Suitable for kitchen units over 23.5 cm
(9¼ inches) wide. Maximum shelf thickness
2 cm (¾ inches).

Drawer perfect for storing small items such as stock
cubes, packets or bags

Mounts onto existing shelf

Wipe clean with a damp cloth.

Unique design utilises unused space beneath
the shelf

CupboardStore™ Under-shelf drawer
(85148) Grey
Dimensions
W23.5 x H10.2 x D22.5 cm (W9¼ x H4 x D87⁄8 inches)

Video
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Podium
Storage container sets
with easy-access stand

This smart storage container set features
a clever storage stand that allows easy
access to any jar, regardless of its position.
Each container features a lid with an
airtight silicone seal, easy-pour corners
and a base that locates securely onto
the stand. The stand has a slender design
that supports each container individually
and includes non-slip feet on its base.

Podium™ is available as a three- and five
piece set, with clear SAN plastic containers,
and also as a five-piece set featuring
borosilicate glass containers with stainlesssteel lids.

Airtight silicone seals

Easy-access containers

Easy-pour corners

Podium™ 5-piece set
(81071) Grey
Set includes: 1 x 1.9 L (2 qt), 1 x 1.3 L (1.3 qt),
2 x 900 ml (0.9 qt), 1 x 500 ml (0.5 qt)
Dimensions H32.2 x W31.2 x D10.4 cm
(H12½ x W12¼ x D4¼ inches)

Podium™ 3-piece set
(81072) Grey
Set includes: 1 x 1.3 L (1.3 qt), 2 x 500 ml (0.5 qt)
Dimensions H21.1 x W20.4 x D10.4 cm
(H8¼ x W8 x D4¼ inches)

Podium™ 100
(95035) Stainless steel
Set includes: 1 x 1.9 L (2 qt), 1 x 1.2 L (1.2 qt),
2 x 900 ml (0.9 qt), 1 x 500 ml (0.5 qt)
Dimensions H32 x W9.9 x D32.6 cm
(H12½ x W4 x D12¾ inches)

™

Design registered

Containers and lids - hand wash only;
Stand - wipe clean.
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Nest Lock
Compact storage
containers
™

The problem with most storage containers
is that they take up precious cupboard
space when not in use and usually require
the lids and bases to be stored separately
- which makes finding and pairing both
elements a hassle. With the unique design
of Nest™ Lock, container bases nest neatly
inside each other and lids clip conveniently
together for efficient, space-saving storage.
As each element is colour-coded too,
it’s very easy to match lids with bases

Design by Morph
Design registered

when you need them. All products in the
Nest™ Lock range work together so you
can build your own collection to suit your
needs, whether it be for fridge/freezer
storage, batch cooking or family lunch
boxes. All containers feature lockable,
airtight and 100% leakproof lids.
Bases and lids - Freezer, microwave and
dishwasher safe (top rack only). BPA-free.

Video

100%
leakproof

Compact space-saving design

230 ml (8 oz)

540 ml (18 oz)

1.1 L (37 oz)

1.85 L (63 oz)

3 L (101 oz)

Perfect for everyday use

Easy-find snap-together lids

Nest™ Lock 5-piece set
Set includes:
1 x 230 ml (8 fl. oz/0.9 US cups)
1 x 540 ml (18 fl. oz/2.2 US cups)
1 x 1.1 L (37 fl. oz/4.6 US cups)
1 x 1.85 L (63 fl. oz/7.7 US cups)
1 x 3 L (101 fl. oz/12.5 US cups)
(81081)
(81098) USA only
Dimensions H16.9x W24.5 x D20 cm
(H6½ x W9½ x D7¾ inches)

Nest™ Lock 4-piece set
Set includes:
1 x 540 ml (18 fl. oz/2.2 US cups)
1 x 1.1 L (37 fl. oz/4.6 US cups)
1 x 1.85 L (63 fl. oz/7.7 US cups)
1 x 3 L (101 fl. oz/12.5 US cups)
(81090)
Dimensions H15.6 x W24.5 x D20 cm
(H6 x W9½ x D7¾ inches)
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Nest Glass Storage
Compact storage
container set

be stacked together, thereby occupying the
absolute minimum amount of space, when
they’re stored.

Design by Morph
Design registered

All the containers in this set are made from
tough borosilicate glass, which means
they’re freezer, oven, microwave and
dishwasher safe. The container sizes range
from a handy ½ cup (130 ml) size, that’s
perfect for small portions of vegetables
or sauces, right up to an extra-large
10½ cup (2.5 litre) container that’s ideal

™

Nest™ is the ultimate collection of practical,
space-saving kitchenware comprising a
unique range of food preparation and
storage sets. Their innovative design allows
the individual elements within each set to

Compact storage solution

Nest™ Glass Storage
(81060)
(81064) USA only

Extra large
10.5 cup/2.5 L (84.5 fl oz)
Dimensions
H28 x W21.5 x D8.4 cm
(H11 x W8½ x D3¼ inches)

for preparing and storing family-sized
meals. Each coloured lid snaps tightly onto
its corresponding container and features
easy-pull tabs for opening. Best of all,
when storing, the lids can be snapped
neatly together, which means they’re
very easy to find when you need them.
Lids - top-rack dishwasher safe.
Containers - dishwasher safe.

Quickly access any size
of container or lid

Large
5.4 cup/1.3 L (44 fl oz)
Dimensions
H22.8 x W17.5 x D7.3 cm
(H9 x W7 x D3 inches)

Easy-find snap-together lids

Medium
2.7 cup/550 ml (18.6 fl oz)
Dimensions
H18 x W13.4 x D6.1 cm
(H7 x W5¼ x D2½ inches)

Small
0.55 cup/130 ml (4.3 fl oz)
Dimensions
H12.7 x W9.3 x D4.8 cm
(H5 x W3½ x D2 inches)

Bread Bin
with bamboo cutting board lid
Design by Morph
Design registered

A practical storage solution for any kitchen, this stylish bread bin has an
easy-clean polypropylene base with a non-slip foot and a high quality
bamboo lid that doubles as a handy cutting board, when flipped. The lid
features an easy-lift handle and crumb-catching grooves on the reverse.
Base - wipe clean with a damp cloth.
Bamboo lid - wash by hand and dry immediately.

Bamboo lid doubles as a cutting board

Easy-lift handle

Crumb-catching grooves

Bread bin
(81097) White
(81103) Black
Dimensions H35.5 x W21.5 x D18 cm (H14 x W8½ x D3 inches)

Food & Drink
On-The-Go
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Food & Drink
On-The-Go
Dot
Water bottle with
counting lid
Design registered

It’s a well-known fact that drinking water and
staying hydrated is an important part of enjoying
a healthier lifestyle. Many of us acknowledge
that we should be drinking more water and
this innovative bottle helps you do just that,
by tracking how much water you actually drink.
The design features a clever lid that automatically
counts every time you tighten it after refilling,
showing you the number of bottles drunk with
a simple column of dots. Each time you close the
lid, a new dot will appear in the display window,
allowing you to track up to 4 bottles per day.
By setting yourself a goal to drink a certain
number of bottles, Dot provides a simple
reminder of what you’ve achieved and gentle
encouragement to reach your goal.
Perfect for use around the home, gym or office,
Dot is a smart but simple way of improving
hydration. Made from impact-resistant Tritan™,
it has a leak-proof cap and is BPA free.
Video

Bottle - dishwasher safe.
Lid - hand wash only.
Volume: 600ml.

Twist cap and dot appears in window

Remove top cap to drink

Lid counts every time you refill.
1 dot = 1 bottle

Dot 600ml
(81053) Grey
(80067) Turquoise
(81049) Green
Dimensions 600ml W7 x D7 x H23.5 cm
(W2¾ x D2¾ x H9¼ inches)

Dot Active
Water bottle with
counting lid
Design registered

This innovative bottle helps you to drink
more water by tracking how much you
actually consume throughout the day.
The design features a clever lid that
automatically counts every time you
tighten it after refilling, showing you the
number of bottles drunk with a simple
column of dots. Each time you close the
lid after filling, a new dot appears in the
display window, allowing you to track up
to 4 bottles per day. By setting yourself a
goal to drink a certain number of bottles,
Dot Active provides a simple reminder
of what you have achieved and gentle
encouragement to reach your target.
Made from impact-resistant Tritan™
plastic, it has a flip-up nozzle and a straw
for easier drinking on-the-go, an easycarry lanyard and is BPA free. Perfect for
use anywhere, Dot Active is a smart but
low-tech way of improving your hydration.
Bottle and straw - dishwasher safe.
Lid and lanyard - hand wash only.
Volume: 750ml.

Flip-up nozzle and straw

Dot Active
(81094) Grey
(81095) White
(81096) Green
Dimensions H27.4 x W7.2 x D7.2 cm
(H10¾ x W2¾ x D2¾ inches)

Leak-proof lid records number of bottles drunk

Easy-carry lanyard
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GoEat
Food on the go made easy
™

GoEat™ Space-saving lunchbox

Design registered

GoEat™ is an innovative range of products
that are designed to make eating
homemade food on the go, easy and
convenient. The range comprises a variety
of lunch containers that are perfect for
transporting sandwiches, salads, soups or
snacks. After eating, each item then cleverly
compacts down to save space in your bag
for the journey home. The GoEat™ range
also includes accessories such as a compact
cutlery set for added convenience.

GoEat™ Lunchbox
(81031) Green
(81065) Teal
Dimensions D19.2 x W13.5 x H6 cm
(D7½ x W5½ x H2½ inches)

GoEat™ Space-saving Cutlery Set

Tops store inside when empty

GoEat™ Cutlery Set
(81033) Green
(81069) Teal
Dimensions H20.5 x W6 x D20 cm
(H8 x W2¼ x D7¾ inches)

GoEat™ Cutlery Set SRP
Pack size 6

GoEat
Salt & pepper travel set
™

Design registered

This compact salt & pepper set joins
magnetically together making it a
convenient way of transporting these
key food seasonings with you. Each
compartment is easy to fill and features
a twisting lid for easy dispensing. Ideal
for packed lunches, picnics and alfresco
dining, this handy set can travel everywhere
you go!
Wipe clean with a damp cloth.

Joins magnetically together

GoEat™ Salt & pepper travel set
(81055)
Dimensions H7 x W3.2 x D3.2 cm
(H2¾ x W1¼ x D1¼ Inches)

Cleaning
& Organisation
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Cleaning & Organisation
NEW

Blox
Drawer organiser sets
™

Design registered

This modular design comprises individual
trays of different sizes that are able to be
clipped together on all sides, allowing
you to arrange them in any order to fit
your drawer space - they can even be
divided and used in multiple drawers.
To change the order, simply unclip each
tray and rearrange as necessary. Perfect
for organising and storing a wide range
of household items such as cutlery, utensils,
stationery, tools and craft accessories.
The set also comes with self-adhesive,
non-slip feet which can be applied
once the final arrangement of trays
has been decided.
Available in two sets - 7-piece or 10-piece.
Wipe clean with a damp cloth.

Individual compartments clip easily together
on all sides

Self-adhesive non-slip feet included

Video

26.5 cm
(10½ inches)

Blox™ 7-piece set
(85199)
Dimensions H15.3 x D9 x W26.5 cm
(H6 x D3.5 x W10.4 inches)

44 cm
(17¼ inches)

44 cm (17¼ inches)
5 cm
(2 inches)

26.5 cm
(10½ inches)
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Multiple sets can be joined together for even more storage space

Perfect for organising a wide variety of items such as cutley, utensils, stationery, tools and craft accessories

44 cm
(17¼ inches)

Video

52.5 cm (20½ inches)

26.5 cm
(10½ inches)
Blox™ 10-piece set
(85200)
Dimensions H12.6 x D17.4 x W35 cm
(H5.0 x D6.9 x W13.8 inches)

87 cm (34¼ inches)
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Unique design creates more space in your drawer

NEW

DrawerStore Bamboo
Cutlery, utensil & gadget
organiser
™

Design registered

Organise messy utensil and cutlery drawers
with this practical and smart storage
solution. This unique tray combines
five overlapping compartments for
storing cutlery with three deep-sided
compartments for holding utensils and
gadgets. What’s usually stored in two
drawers can now be neatly organised into
one, creating more space in your kitchen.
Made from beautiful, natural bamboo.

Large utensil compartment

Wipe clean with a damp cloth and dry by
hand (do not soak). Oil regularly with a
food-safe oil to maintain best condition.
Suitable for drawers with a minimum height
of 8 cm (3¼ inches).

Individual, stacked compartments
for different cutlery

Twin gadget compartments

DrawerStore™
(85170)
Dimensions H6.5 x D40 x W38.5 cm
(H2.6 x D15.8 x W15.2 inches)

Cutlery icons

NEW

DrawerStore Bamboo
Compact cutlery organiser
™

Design registered

This revolutionary design is such a simple
but effective idea. By layering each
compartment on top of each other,
it enables you to store a full cutlery set
in less than half the space of a conventional
cutlery tray. Items can be placed inside
either head or handle first, but the
design also features handy icons for
easy identification. Non-slip feet on the
base stop the unit from sliding around
in your drawer. Made from beautiful,
natural bamboo.

Cutlery icons

Wipe clean with a damp cloth and dry
by hand (do not soak). Oil regularly with
a food-safe oil to maintain best condition.
Suitable for drawers with a minimum
height of 8 cm (3¼ inches).

Unique design creates more space in your drawer

DrawerStore™
(85168)
Dimensions H6 x D40 x W12 cm
(H2.4 x D15.7 x W4.7 inches)

Individual, stacked compartments
for different cutlery

NEW

DrawerStore Bamboo
2-tier knife organiser
™

Design registered

Storing sharp knives loosely in drawers
can be dangerous and may also damage
expensive blades. This 2-tier knife organiser
is the perfect solution providing both
safe storage and easy access for a range
of kitchen knives. It features two levels
for different blade lengths and can hold
up to nine knives in a neat, compact
space. Non-slip feet on the base stop the
unit from sliding around in your drawer.
Made from beautiful, natural bamboo.
Wipe clean with a damp cloth and dry
by hand (do not soak). Oil regularly with
a food-safe oil to maintain best condition.
Suitable for knife blades up to 9 inches
(23 cm). Suitable for drawers with a
minimum height of 8.5 cm (33/8 inches).

Space-efficient 2-tier design - top for small knives, bottom for large knives

DrawerStore™
(85169)
Dimensions H8.5 x D40 x W11.5 cm
(H3.3 x D15.7 x W4.5 inches)

Safe, organised storage for up to 9 knives
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DrawerStore
Compact cutlery organiser
™

Design registered

This revolutionary design is such a simple
idea, it leaves you wondering why it hasn’t
been thought of sooner. By angling and
layering each compartment on top of each
other, it enables you to store a full cutlery set
in less than half the space of a conventional
cutlery tray. Items can be placed inside either
head or handle first, but the design also

features handy icons for easy identification.
Non-slip feet on the base stop the unit from
sliding around in your drawer.
Wash and dry by hand. Suitable for
drawers with a minimum height of 8 cm
(3¼ inches).

Video

Includes debossed cutlery icons

Unique space-saving design

Insert cutlery either way

DrawerStore™ Large cutlery organiser
(85152) Grey
Dimensions D39.4 x W17.6 x H5.5 cm
(D15½ x W7 x H2¼ inches)

DrawerStore™
Compact cutlery organiser
(85119) Grey
(85141) White/Green
Dimensions D39.5 x W11 x H5.7 cm
(D15.5 x W4.3 x H2.2 inches)

NEW

DrawerStore
Expanding cutlery, utensil
& gadgets organiser
™

Design registered

Organise messy cutlery and utensil drawers
with this highly practical storage solution.
The unique design features five overlapping
compartments for storing cutlery and two
deep-sided compartments for holding
gadgets. Both sides of the tray can then be
expanded either side to create even more
storage space for larger utensils and also
to fit your drawer perfectly. What’s usually
stored in two drawers can now be neatly
organised into one, creating more space
in your kitchen.

Unique design creates more space in your drawer

Cutlery icons

Twin gadget compartments

Wash and dry by hand.

DrawerStore™
(85166) Grey
Dimensions H5.5 x D39.5 x W31.5 cm
(H2.2 x D15.6 x W12.4 inches)

Expandable sides for larger utensils

Twin gadget compartments

Unique space-saving design

DrawerStore
Cutlery, utensil and
gadget organiser
™

Design registered

Organise messy utensil drawers with this
practical storage solution. This unique tray
combines five overlapping compartments
for storing cutlery with three deep-sided
compartments for holding utensils and
gadgets. What’s usually stored in two
drawers can now be neatly organised into
one, creating more space in your kitchen.
Wash and dry by hand.

DrawerStore™
Cutlery, utensil and gadget organiser
(85127) Grey
(85128) White/Green
Dimensions D39.5 x W38.5 x H5.5 cm (D15½ x W5½ x H2¼ inches)

Stacked compartments for different cutlery
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DrawerStore
Compact 2-tier
knife organiser
™

Design registered

Storing sharp knives loosely in drawers
can be dangerous and may also damage
expensive blades. This 2-tier knife organiser
is the perfect solution providing both safe
storage and easy access for a range of
kitchen knives. It features two levels for
different blade lengths and can hold up
to nine knives in a neat, compact space.
Non-slip feet on the base stop the unit from
sliding around in your drawer.

Compact space-saving design

Wash and dry by hand. Suitable for knife
blades up to 9 inches (23 cm). Suitable for
drawers with a minimum height of 7.5 cm
(3 inches).
Suitable for large and small knives

Drawerstore™
Compact 2-tier knife organiser
(85142) White/Green
(85120) Grey
Dimensions H39.8 x W14.3 x D7.5 cm (H15.5 x W5.5 x D3 inches)

DrawerStore
Expandable cutlery tray
™

Design by Studio17 Design
Design registered

Organise messy cutlery drawers with
this practical and smart storage solution.
The two halves of the tray can be finely
adjusted to fit a variety of drawer sizes
and lock securely together once in place.
The design provides four deep-sided
compartments for holding cutlery, a utensil
area for knives or larger kitchen tools and
a handy, moveable storage dish for small,
loose items. Fits a wide range of drawer
sizes from 29 cm (11.4”) up to 48 cm
(18.9”).
Hand wash only.

Silver Award

DrawerStore™ Cutlery Tray
(85041) White/Green
(85042) Grey
Dimensions
Closed W36.5 x D28.3 x H5.5 cm (W14¼ x D111/8 x H21/8 inches)
Expanded W36.5 x D48 x H5.5 cm (W14¼ x D187/8 x H21/8 inches)

NEW

Video

DrawerStore
Expanding cookware
organiser
™

Design registered

Cookware can be notoriously difficult
to store, with the typical array of pans,
lids and baking tins of different shapes
and sizes all vying for space. This handy
organiser helps make calm from the chaos
by providing an adjustable rack that can
fit a wide variety of awkward items. Its
length can be expanded from 30.5 cm
(12”) up to 56 cm (22”) and it comes with
a series of scratch-proof wire dividers that
can be inserted anywhere along its length,
providing support and easy access to any
item. Ideal for drawers or cupboards,
it’s the perfect organisation solution
for bulky cookware.

Frame adjustable from 30.5 cm (12”) up to 56 cm (22”)

Easy to adjust dividers

Includes 10 adjustable non-scratch wire dividers

DrawerStore™
(85167) Grey
Dimensions H14.7 x D20.4 x W30.6 cm
(H6.75 x D8 x W12.1 inches)

Perfect for storing a variety of pans,
lids and baking tins

Wipe clean with a damp cloth.

CupboardStore
Set of 4 in-cupboard
pan lid holders
™

Design registered

Pan lids can often be awkward items to
store but not any more with this simple
solution. Supplied as a set of four, each
individual holder can be mounted onto the
inside of a cupboard door or deep drawer
and neatly holds one pan lid. Easy to install

using strong 3M™ VHB™ tape, the holders
are suitable for standard lids 16-24 cm
(6¼-9½ inches) in diameter.
Wipe clean with a damp cloth.

Suitable for lids up to 24 cm
(9½ inches) diameter

Easy tool-free installation using strong
3M™ VHB™ tape

CupboardStore™
Set of 4 in-cupboard pan lid holders
(85149) Grey
Dimensions
H3.7 x W19 x D2.3 cm (H1½ x W7½ x D1 inches)

Organised storage solution for pan lids
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Unique design utilises unused space beneath the shelf

NEW

CupboardStore
Film, foil and bag organiser
™

Design registered

With cupboard space often at a premium,
this innovative design makes use of unused
space beneath the shelf. It features two
open-ended compartments for storing rolls
or boxes of cling film, baking foil, baking
paper or bin liners. Easy to install using
strong 3M™ VHB™ tape, the unit fits neatly
onto your existing shelf. Suitable for kitchen
units over 26 cm (10¼ inches) wide.

Easy tool-free installation using strong
3M™ VHB™ tape

Perfect for holding boxes or rolls

2 cm (¾ inch)

9 cm
(3½ inches)

Wipe clean with a damp cloth.
26.3 cm (103/8 inches)

CupboardStore™ Film, foil and bag organiser
(85177) Grey
Dimensions H9 x D22 x W26.3 cm
(H3½ x D8¾ x W9¼ inches)
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Video

Perfect for organising and storing all types of cleaning items

NEW

CupboardStore
Easy-access storage caddy
™

Design registered

Keeping cleaning items organised can be
difficult, with the usual variety of bottles,
spray cleaners and sponges to deal with.
Inevitably items get pushed to the back
of the cupboard and can be hard to reach
when you need them most. However,
this simple caddy makes this type of
storage much easier. It has a large, open
compartment that’s ideal for holding a
range of cleaning bottles and sprays and a
compact one at the front for smaller items
such as sponges and cloths. Smoothrunning wheels on the base and a large
front lip make it easy to pull out of the
cupboard and access everything you need.

Easy-pull front lip

Smaller front compartment for sponges and cloths

Wipe clean with a damp cloth.
CupboardStore™ Easy-access storage caddy
(85197)
Dimensions H46.2 x D17.1 x W11.2 cm
(H18.2 x D6.7 x W4.4 inches)

Smooth-running wheels for easy removal
from cupboard
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NEW

DoorStore
In-cupboard sink tidy
™

Design registered

This handy caddy provides organised
storage for a range of washing-up items
and stores neatly out of sight inside your
cupboard, keeping your sink uncluttered
and mess-free. It features a main
compartment, divided into two, which
can hold a variety of brushes, sponges,
scourers and a washing-up liquid bottle.
It has a carry handle making it convenient
to transport to and from the sink and
comes with its own bracket and screws for
mounting on the inside of a cupboard door.
The bracket also features a stainless-steel
rail for hanging damp cloths or, if room
below, even spray cleaner bottles.

Perfect for storing cleaning and washing-up items out of sight

Wipe clean with a damp cloth. Do not use
abrasive cloths or strong chemical cleaners.

Removable caddy allows you to take items
to the sink

Mounting bracket with hanging rail for cloths
or spray cleaners

DoorStore™
(85198)
Dimensions H19.5 x D10 x W24 cm
(H7.7 x D3.9/ x W9.4 inches)

Video

CounterStore
Kitchen worktop organiser
with non-slip chopping board
™

Design by Studio17 Design
Design registered

If you have limited space in your kitchen,
this compact worktop organiser allows you
store knives, gadgets and utensils in one
convenient place. It also comes with its own
non-slip chopping board that stores neatly
in a slot at the back. The design features
separate compartments for each tool type
and includes a knife store with non-scratch
slots that grip blades safely and securely.
The unit also has non-slip feet on the base.

Non-scratch knife slots

Easy-lift hole

Storage for knives, gadgets and utensils

Available in tough ABS with a PP chopping
board and in stainless-steel with a wooden
chopping board.

CounterStore™
(85121) White
(85122) Silver
Dimensions H30.8 x W13 x D22.7 cm
(H12 x W5 x D9 inches)

Counterstore™ 100
(95026) Stainless Steel
Dimensions
H31 x W12.5 x D23 cm (H12¼ x W5 x D9 inches)

Storage unit - wipe clean with a damp cloth;
Chopping board (Plastic) - dishwasher safe.
Chopping board (Wood) - wash by hand and
wipe dry (do not soak). Knife store suitable
for blades up to 8 inches (20 cm) long.
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Extend Steel
Expandable dish rack
with draining spout
™

Design by Studio17 Design
Design registered

Movable cutlery drainer with
knife slot

This smart dish rack features a 2-part sliding
tray that allows you to easily adjust the
size of your draining space when you need
more room. Its coated steel prongs have
non-scratch tips and can hold a variety of
washing up, whilst ribs on the base help
channel excess water away and prevent any
from being trapped inside upturned cups
or glasses. The movable cutlery drainer
features slots for sharp knives and a sturdy
rail at the back helps support chopping

Draining spout with three
different positions

Extend™ Steel
(85153)
Dimensions Closed D32 x W36.4 x H16.1 cm (D12½ x W14¼ x H6¼ inches)
Extended D52.7 x W36.4 x H16.1 cm (D20¾ x W14¼ x H6¼ inches)

boards or larger items. Finally the spout in
the base allows water to drain directly into
the sink and can be set in three different
positions, depending on your sink space.
Wash and dry by hand.

Non-scratch draining prongs and
chopping board rail

Extends to hold more items
when needed

Video
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Extend
Expandable dishrack
with draining plug
™

Design by Studio17
Design registered

This versatile dishrack allows you to quickly
and easily expand your draining space.
When required it can be extended to
almost twice its size to accommodate the
washing up after either single- or familysized meals.
An integrated spout helps to drain away
any excess water, but this can be rotated
away and closed trapping water inside
for draining later. This means that Extend™
can also be used to create draining space
almost anywhere. With plated steel prongs
and non-scratch tips that make it suitable
for all types of glassware and crockery, this
versatile drainer can be extended to create
additional draining space that’s perfect
for cups and bowls.
A moveable cutlery drainer allows for
flexible use and non-slip feet to ensure that,
wherever it’s used, the unit will be secure
and stable. The steel rack can be removed
for easy cleaning.
Wash and dry by hand.

Slide to extend

Draining plug can be closed to trap water

Extend™
(85071) White/Green
(85040) Grey
Dimensions Closed D32 x W36.4 x H16.1 cm (D12½ x W14¼ x H6¼ inches)
Extended D52.7 x W36.4 x H16.1 cm (D20¾ x W14¼ x H6¼ inches)
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Y-Rack
2-tier self-draining dish rack
™

Design by Studio17 Design
Design registered

With draining space at a premium in most
kitchens, Y-Rack maximises what’s available
by utilising the vertical area above your
drainer. Its 2-tier design combines a sturdy
base for draining pots and pans or cups and
bowls, with a traditional-style rack above
for draining up to 15 plates. The large
self-draining utensil pot that clips onto the
side means you can drain everything for
4 full place settings in a very small space.
The base features sloping ribs to allow
water to drain freely, a fixed draining
spout for emptying into the sink and
non-slip feet. The whole unit dismantles
for easy cleaning.

Sloping ribs allow water to drain
easily and air to circulate

Integrated draining spout

Hand wash only.
Assembly instructions included.
Self-draining cutlery holder
Y-Rack™
(85084) Grey
Dimensions H35.8 x W30.3 x D28.5 (H14 x W12 x D11¼ inches)

Flip-Up
Adjustable draining board
™

Design by Studio17 Design
Design registered

Lift-up plate rack holds up to 6 dinner plates

This clever draining board includes a handy
pop-up plate rack allowing it to drain up
to 6 dinner plates as well as a variety of
cups, glasses and bowls. After use, the
rack can be folded neatly away for compact
storage. The thoughtful design also
features a ribbed surface to prevent water
being trapped in the mouths of containers,
a sloping base that channels water away
and an integrated spout for draining
directly into the sink. Non-slip feet on the
base keep the unit in place during use.
Wash and dry by hand.

Flip-Up™
(85139)
Dimensions H2.4 x W40 x D31.9 cm (H1 x W15¾ x D12½ inches)
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NEW

Tier
Expandable draining board
™

Design registered

This handy draining board can be extended
to over twice its size to provide a highcapacity draining space wherever you need
it. Simply place on a flat surface and pull
each end to expand. Each tier features
a wide platform for a variety of washing
up and raised ribs to prevent water being
trapped inside cups and glasses. To drain,
simply push the tiers together again,
lift and pour the excess water away via
the handy spout. Its compact size when
collapsed means it’s perfect for storing
under the sink or inside a cupboard.
Wash and dry by hand.

Expands to over twice its size
for high-capacity draining

Integrated draining spout

Video

Tier™
(85178) Grey
Dimensions H3.7 x D36.2 x W19.9 cm
(H1.5 x D14.3 x W7.8 inches)

Raised ribs prevent water from being trapped
inside cups and glasses

Flume
Folding draining mat
™

Design by Studio17 Design
Design registered

These handy mats provide a soft rubber surface for draining a
variety of items and are perfect for creating extra draining space
when required. The distinctive parallel ribs prevent water from being
trapped in the upturned mouths of cups, glasses and bowls and
help direct water to the central channel, from where it can be easily
drained. By simply picking up the corners either side of the central
channel, Flume™ will naturally fold allowing water to be gently
poured away. Updated for Spring, this new design is easier to clean,
provides a flatter surface for draining glassware and now comes
in a new larger size for even more draining space.

Soft rubber surface protects crockery and glassware

Hand wash only.

Flume™
Small (85087) Grey
Large (85089) Grey
Dimensions Small H31 x W31 x D1 cm (H12¼ x W12¼ x D½ inches)
Large H31 x W43.5 x D1 cm (H12¼ x W17 x D½ inches)

Folding design makes emptying easier
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Sink Saver
Adjustable sink protector
™

Design by DonaldWentworth
Design registered

Protect delicate glassware and crockery with Sink Saver™, a clever
two-piece mat that can be placed in the sink in a number of
different configurations to fit around your plug position. It comprises
two grid-like sections that lock neatly together to create a secure
base with a soft rubber surface. It also has raised non-slip feet
that allow water to drain away and air to circulate freely.
Wash and dry by hand.
Protect delicate glassware and crockery

Adapts to fit different plug positions
Sink Saver™
(85037) Grey
Dimensions W28.5 x H1.5 x D28.5 cm (W11¼ x H½ x D11¼ inches)

Dock
Cutlery drainer and organiser
™

Design by DonaldWentworth
Design registered

A cutlery drainer is an essential sink-side
item, however they can sometimes be
difficult to clean and don’t always provide
adequate separation for cutlery and sharp
knives. Dock™, however, has been designed
with both safety and hygiene in mind. The
tiered compartments help you to easily
separate different items and the dedicated
knife slot keeps sharp blades safe and secure.
Excess water collects in the draining saucer
in the base which has an integrated pouring
spout making it convenient to empty.
The unit dismantles for easy cleaning.
Dishwasher safe.

Dismantles for easy cleaning

Knife-draining slot protects fingers
and blades from damage
Tiered design separates different types of cutlery whilst draining

Dock™
(85075) Grey
Dimensions W12 x H19 x D12.5 cm (W4¾ x H7½ x D5 inches)

Draining saucer with pouring spout
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Wash&Drain
Dishwashing bowl
with straining plug
™

Design by Morph
Design registered

This basic piece of kitchen equipment is
given a stylish and practical update with
this smart, thoughtful design. It has an
integrated plug which means water can
be quickly drained away, eliminating the
problem of lifting and emptying a heavy
bowl. The plug can also be set to strain the
water for food particles, allowing them to
be easily disposed of and helping to prevent
sink blockages.
Its steep sides help keep water and
soapsuds safely inside and large carry
handles mean it can be easily carried,
if required. Perfect for use in the sink
or for washing dishes anywhere.
Hand wash only.

Simply twist plug to drain or strain water

Sealed

Wash&Drain™
(85055) White
(85056) Grey
Dimensions W31 x D30 x H20 cm
(W12¼ x D12 x H8 inches)

Easy to carry

Drain & strain

Remove t o dispose
of f ood waste
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NEW

Presto Steel
Hygienic soap dispenser
™

Design registered

This hygienic soap dispenser features
an extra-large pump head which makes
it easy to operate with the wrist or forearm
when your hands are messy. A transparent
window in the base shows when you
need to refill and the non-slip base keeps
the unit in place during use. Features a
fingerprint-resistant stainless-steel finish.
Large capacity: 350 ml (12 fl. oz)

Suitable for all types of liquid hand soap

Push with wrist when hands are messy

Large easy-push pump head

Wash and dry by hand.

Presto™ Steel
(85164) Grey
Dimensions H16 x W8 x D8 cm (H6¼ x W3¼ x D3¼ inches)

Presto
Hygienic soap dispenser
™

Design registered

This hygienic soap dispenser features an
extra-large, stainless-steel pump head
which makes it easy to operate with the
wrist or forearm when your hands are
messy. This ingenious design prevents
the top from becoming contaminated,
particularly important when washing
hands after preparing raw meat or fish.
A transparent window in the base shows
when you need to refill and the non-slip
base keeps the unit in place during use.

Suitable for all types of liquid hand soap

Push with wrist when hands are messy

Large easy-push pump head

Wash and dry by hand.

Presto™
(85137) Grey
Dimensions H14.6 x W7.3 x D7.3 cm (H5¾ x WD2¾ x D2¾ inches)
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Surface
Stainless-steel sinkware
™

Design by Studio17 Design
Design registered

This stylish range of sink-side accessories,
help organise your space beautifully and
include tough, fingerprint proof stainlesssteel bodies and non-slip feet. Each item
in the range has it’s own unique features
which are detailed below.

Surface™ Stainless-steel sink tidy small
Keep wet sponges and dish brushes nicely
organised with this sturdy, compact sink
tidy. The main compartment is divided
into two and has room for a scourer and
a brush. At the front of the unit there’s also

space to store a wet sponge, which is held
in place by an integrated rail.
The ribbed, sloping base ensures any excess
water or soap suds collect out of sight
inside the unit for draining later.
Wash and dry by hand.

Sticker packaging - USA only

Sloped base allows water to drain out of sight

Card box packaging

Surface™ Stainless-steel sink tidy small
(85133) USA only

Dimensions H12 x W10.2 x D12.8 cm
(H4¾ x W4 x D5 inches)

Surface™ Stainless-steel sink tidy
Keep your whole sink area neatly organised
with this really useful sink tidy. The main
compartment is divided into two and has
ample room for a detergent bottle and a
dish brush. At the front of the unit there’s
space to store a variety of wet sponges
or scourers, which are held in place by
an integrated rail. The ribbed, sloping
base ensures any excess water or soap
suds collect out of sight inside the unit
for draining later.

Dismantles for easy cleaning

Wash and dry by hand.

Sloped base allows water to drain out of sight

Surface™ Stainless-steel sink tidy
(85112)
(85134) USA only

Dimensions H18 x W12.5 x D12.8 cm
(H7 x W5 x D5 inches)
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Surface™ Stainless-steel
knife & utensil pot
Storing knives and utensils has never been
easier with this smart, dual function unit.
The main compartment is split into two.
One side provides ample room for storing
a variety of long-handled kitchen tools and
the other side contains a series of slots,
providing the perfect area for storing sharp
blades. Located at the base of the unit is a
removable spoon rest, making this a highly
practical design for any kitchen.

Separate knife slot area for storing sharp blades

Wash and dry by hand.

Removable spoon rest

Surface™ Stainless-steel utensil pot
(85114)
(85161) USA only

Dimensions H18 x W20 x D13 cm
(H8 x W8 x D5 inches)

Surface™ Stainless-steel cutlery drainer
Drain and organise your cutlery straight
after hand washing with this simple, smart
design. Its main compartment is divided
into three, which allows you to group
similar items together as they dry. It also
has a separate, shallower section for storing
smaller items such as teaspoons, preventing
them from getting lost at the bottom of the
unit. Its sloping base allows water to collect
inside, out of sight, and it has an integrated
spout for emptying.

Dismantles for easy cleaning

Wash and dry by hand.

Dimensions W20.2 x H13.5 x D8.4 cm
(W8 x H5½ x 3½ inches)

Surface™ Stainless-steel cutlery drainer
(85110)
Integrated spout for emptying drained water

Surface™ Stainless-steel
soap pump and bar set

Removeable stainless-steel soap bar

Surface™ Stainless-steel soap pump & bar set
(85113)
Dimensions W10.6 x H14.5 x D7.9 cm
(W4¼ x H5¾ x D3 inches)
Easy to fill and dismantle for cleaning

This stylish soap pump provides
comprehensive hand cleaning and odour
removal in one neat design. Firstly, it operates
just like a conventional soap pump, dispensing
liquid soap by pushing down on the large
pump head. However, the stainless-steel top
of the pump head is actually a removable
soap bar, which can be lifted out and used
to help remove strong odours from fingers,
often left behind after handling foods such
as onion and garlic. The design is easy to fill
and also features a drip-catching base and
non-slip feet.
Wash and dry by hand.
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Caddy
Sink tidy
™

Design by Studio17 Design
Design registered

The washing up has never been so
organised, with this highly practical design.
The main body of the unit provides ample
space for storing a washing-up liquid bottle
and brush, and the integrated rail provides
hanging and drying space for damp
dishcloths. A large draining plate within the
base creates a dedicated area for placing

wet sponges, and the concealed reservoir
beneath the unit collects any drained water
ready for disposal. The entire unit can be
dismantled for easy cleaning. Available in
two sizes.
Dishwasher safe.

Dismantles for easy cleaning

Caddy™
Small (85021) White/Green
Small (85022) Grey
Large (85049) White/Green
Large (85070) Grey

Dimensions
Small W21 x H13 x D11.5 cm (W8¼ x H5 x D4½ inches)
Large W30.5 x H13 x D14.2 cm (W12 x H5 x D5½ inches)
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Caddy Tower
Slimline sink tidy
™

Design registered

This slimline caddy has been designed
for those tight, narrow spaces between
the sink and the wall. The main body of
the unit provides ample space for storing
a washing-up liquid bottle, brush and
multiple sponges.

Designed for tight, narrow spaces

An integrated spout allows water to drain
directly into the sink and the entire unit
can be dismantled for easy cleaning.
Hand wash only.
Compartments for washing-up brush, detergent bottle
and sponges
Integrated draining spout

Caddy Tower™
(85124) White/Green
Dimensions H18.3 x W11.9 x D19.9 cm
(H7¼ x W4½ x D7¾ inches)

Dismantles for easy cleaning

Sink Aid
Self-draining sink tidy
™

Design by Studio17 Design
Design registered

This stylish design provides organised storage for a variety of
washing-up equipment and, because it sits neatly inside the
sink, any excess water or soap drains conveniently away. The
design incorporates a rubber dish-brush grip, a sponge-draining
compartment and a dishcloth hanging-rail. Perfect for where
space around the sink is limited, the whole unit can be dismantled
for easy cleaning.
Dishwasher safe.

Dismantles for easy cleaning

Attaches securely inside sink

Sink Aid™
(85024) Dark grey/Grey
Dimensions W19.5 x H13.5 x D11 cm (W7½ x H5¼ x D43/8 inches)
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Push&Tear
Easy-tear kitchen roll holder
™

Design by Morph
Design registered

This smart kitchen roll holder features a
sprung top cap that can be pushed down
to lock the roll for easy tearing. A raised
edge on the base prevents the remaining
roll from unravelling and a non-slip base
keeps the unit securely in place during use.
To replace the roll, simply twist off the
top cap. Suitable for different roll sizes.
Wipe clean with a damp cloth.

Raised edge prevents unravelling

Push&Tear™
(85140)
Dimensions H28 x W16 x D16 cm (H11 x W6¼ x D6¼ inches)

Push top to lock roll for easy tearing

Twist-off cap for quick roll refill

Easy-Tear
Kitchen roll holder
with tearing blade
™

Design by Goodwin Hartshorn
Design registered

This innovative product makes the task
of tearing off paper towels much easier,
particularly one handed. The design
incorporates an upright tearing blade that
provides a convenient edge against which
to tear and its heavyweight, non-slip base
provides added stability and excellent
resistance when each sheet is pulled.
Its self-adjusting mechanism fits a variety
of kitchen roll sizes and ensures the roll
is always held securely in place no matter
how many sheets are left. The top of the
tearing blade also provides a convenient
carrying point, so the unit can be easily
transported to wherever paper towels
are required.

Align perforations against upright
tearing blade and pull firmly

Wipe clean with a damp cloth.

Self-adjusting mechanism holds
roll firmly in place

Easy-Tear™
(85051) White/Green
(85052) Dark grey/Grey
Dimensions W17.5 x H17.5 x D3 cm (W7 x H7 x D10 inches)
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CleanTech
Washing-up brush
and scrubber sets
™

Design registered

Conventional brushes, sponges and
scrubbers can wear quickly and hold onto
water and dirt, making them a breeding
ground for bacteria and odours. This
innovative brush and scrubber, however,
feature advanced polymer bristles that drain
and dry quickly, are durable and flexible for
effective cleaning and rinse clean after use.
The scrubber features fine bristles on one
side for gentle cleaning tasks and coarse
bristles on the other for tougher deposits.
The brush head is removable and can be
replaced if required. Both are safe to use
with non-stick cookware and, being made
from 100% recyclable materials, can be just
as useful at the end of their life.

Double-sided - soft and hard bristles

QUICK DRYING
Improves hygiene

ANTI-CLOG
Easy to clean

NON-SCRATCH
Effective cleaning

100%
RECYCLABLE

Replaceable brush head

Scrubber - dishwasher safe.		
Brush - Rinse clean by hand.

Safe on non-stick cookware

Video

CleanTech™
Washing-up scrubber (2-pack)
(85155) Blue/Grey
(85156) Green/Dark green
Dimensions H10.9 x W7.4 x D2.4 cm (H4¼ x W2¾ x D1 inches)

CleanTech™ Washing-up brush & scrubber set
(85159) Blue
(85160) White/Green
Dimensions H28 x W16 x D20 cm (H11 x W6¼ x D8 inches)

CleanTech™
Washing-up scrubber countertop
merchandiser. Holds 12 (2-packs)
Reusable - Stock included
(85163)

CleanTech™
Washing-up brush with spare head
(85157) Blue
(85158) White/Green
Dimensions H29 x W6.5 x D5.1 cm (H11½ x W2½ x D2 inches)
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Edge
Washing-up brushes
with integrated sink rests
™

Design by DonaldWentworth
Design registered

These distinctive brushes make full use of space around the sink
by conveniently storing inside it! The design incorporates a non-slip
resting point that enables each brush to be stored on the inside edge
of the sink, thereby saving space and allowing excess water and
soap suds to drain neatly away. The dish brush has a non-scratch
brush head which is curved to help clean in the corners of trays
and an integrated pan scraper for tough food deposits.

Drains
directly into
the sink

Dishwasher safe.

Edge™ Dish Brush
(85025) White/Green
(85026) Grey
Dimensions D7 x H29 x W5 cm (D2¾ x H11½ x W2 inches)

Non-scratch bristles and pan scraper

Palm Scrub
Soap dispensing washing-up brush
with storage stand
™

Design by DonaldWentworth
Design registered

Streamline your sink with this neat, compact design. This sturdy
palm-held washing-up brush features an easy-fill washing-up liquid
reservoir that dispenses the required amount of soap with a simple
push of the top button. Its compact size makes it easy to control
and ideal for cleaning pots, pans and dishes. The brush has its own
convenient storage stand that allows it to drip dry hygienically and
the whole thing dismantles for easy cleaning.
Wash by hand.

Easy to fill

Push button to release soap liquid

Palm Scrub™
(85004) Green
(85005) Grey
Dimensions D9 x W9 x H13.5 cm (D3½ x W3½ x H5½ inches)
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SinkBase
Sink tidy sets
™

Design registered

What better way to de-clutter your sink
than with one of these sleek, multi-purpose
units. Their clean, slimline design makes
full use of the narrow space behind most
sinks, without compromising on practical
features. The 2-piece set consists of an
easy-press soap pump, for hand soaps and
lotions, alongside an integrated sink tidy
with separate compartments for storing

a brush and sponge. SinkBase™ Plus is a
3-piece set which also includes a squeezy
detergent bottle that can be refilled with
your favourite soap liquid. Both units
dismantle for easy cleaning.
Hand wash only.

Tiered design separates different types of cutlery whilst draining

Easy-press soap pump suitable for all
liquid and lotions

SinkBase™ Plus
(85091) Grey
Dimensions H27 x D6 x W16.5 cm
(H10½ x D2¼ x W6½ inches)

SinkBase™
(85090) Grey
Dimensions H17.5 x D6 x W16.5 cm
(H6¾ x D2¼ x W6½ inches)

Squeezy washing-up liquid bottle
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BladeBrush
Knife and cutlery
cleaning brush
™

Design registered

Cleaning sharp knives and cutlery can be
a hazardous task, but with this innovative
washing-up brush it’s much safer. The
unique wrap-around design allows you to
clean both sides of a utensil at once, whilst
keeping your fingers away from any sharp
edges. Its tough bristles quickly remove

food debris and the textured grip helps
prevent your hand slipping. After use the
brush can either be stood on a draining
board or placed on the side of a bowl
to dry.
Wash by hand.

Wrap-around design

Clean both sides at once

Easy to store

BladeBrush™
(85105) White/Green
Dimensions H8 x W7.5 x D5.5 cm
(H3¼ x W3 x D2¼ inches)
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Waste & Recycling
NEW

GoRecycle
Portable recycling caddies
Design registered

We’re all conscious of the need to recycle
more, but the extra effort to separate,
compact and store waste ready for
collection can be a hassle and often creates
more mess and clutter. That’s why we
created GoRecycle, a range of inventive
products specifically designed to make
home recycling quicker and easier.
It’s easy to pre-sort, store and transport
recycling with these smart, compact
caddies. They are divided into two
compartments allowing you to separate
different types of recycling - such as glass
and paper - with lids that close to hide
the contents of each side. These lids,
when opened together, create a handle
making it very easy to transfer recycling
to a larger bin kerbside or elsewhere. The
two compartments can then be emptied
independently by simply folding both
lids to each side in turn, which traps the
waste in one side as you empty the other.
Wash by hand with hot, soapy water. To
help remove unpleasant odours, a solution
of baking powder and water may also
be used.
Available in two sizes 14-litres (3.7 US Gallons) and
28-litres (7.4 US Gallons).

Lift lids to create a convenient carry handle

Dual compartments for easy separation

Video

GoRecycle 14-litre caddy
(30109)
Dimensions H36.5 x D25 x W25 cm
(H14.4 x D9.8 x W9.8 inches)

Lids hide unsightly waste

Video

GoRecycle 28-litre caddy
(30110)
Dimensions H39.5 x D25 x W44 cm
(H15.6 x D9.8 x W17.3 inches)

NEW

GoRecycle
Recycling collector
Design registered

Empty recycling less often with this simple
but effective design. It comprises a large
32-litre compartment with a clip-on lid
featuring one-way flaps that help trap items
as they are pushed in, allowing you to fit
more in without it popping back out again.
Particularly suitable for a mix of plastic, card
and paper waste, you can fit up to twice as
much crushable waste inside, as a similar
sized bin. If used with a plastic liner, the
deep rim of the lid helps hide any unsightly
bag overhang and also makes it very easy
to carry. To empty, simply unclip the lid to
tip into a communal bin or to remove a full
plastic liner. Ideal for fitting a large amount
of recycling in a compact space.

Holds up to twice as much crushable waste as a similar-sized bin

Video

Wash by hand with hot, soapy water. To
help remove unpleasant odours, a solution
of baking powder and water may also
be used. Not suitable for use with glass.
Capacity: 32-litre (8.4 US Gallons).
GoRecycle 32-litre collector
(30111)
Dimensions H41 x D25 x W47 cm
(H16.1 x D9.8 x W18.5 inches)

One-way lid flaps help trap items inside

NEW

GoRecycle
Recycling collector
& caddy set
Design registered

Set includes one 14-litre caddy and one
32-litre collector.
Ideal for storing in a cupboard or utility
room, both items stack neatly together
giving you a large amount of recycling
volume in a very compact space.

Caddy features dual compartments for easy
separation and lids that create convenient
carry handle

Easy to empty each side independently and ideal
for glass, paper, metal and plastic

Capacity: 46-litre (12.1 US Gallons).

GoRecycle 46-litre set
(30112)
Dimensions H74.5 x D25 x W47 cm
(H29.3 x D9.8 x W18.5 inches)

Video
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Totem
Waste & recycling units
Design by PearsonLloyd
Design registered

Totem is an award-winning design that
combines all your waste and recycling
in one compact unit. It features two
compartments arranged vertically, which
saves space and makes them very easy to
fill and empty. Each compartment has a
removable bucket that can be fitted with
a single standard liner for general waste
or two smaller bags, using the integrated
bag hooks, for separating different types of
recycling. Breather vents in the bucket sides
make removing a full liner easier.
Totem also features a ventilated odour
filter in the main lid that helps reduce
moisture and odour build up from waste.
The design comes with a 3-litre (0.8 US
Gallon) removable food waste caddy that
can be stored in either compartment,
or on the worktop. Stylish, practical and
durable, Totem is available in two sizes
- Totem Max (60 litres/15.8 US Gallons)
and Totem Compact (40 litres/10.5 US
Gallons). Custom-fit liners for the main
compartments and compostable liners
for the food waste caddy are available
separately, as are replaceable odour filters.
Stainless-steel versions feature a fingerprintproof coating, whilst other models feature
an easy-clean powder-coated steel finish.

Typical competitor product
(58L)

Totem Max
(60L)

Choose the right custom-fit liner: Totem
Max (60L) - IW2 and IW6; Totem Compact
(40L) - IW2 and IW7.
10-year guarantee. External surfaces: Wipe
clean with a damp cloth and then dry with
a soft, dry cloth.

56 cm

39 cm

Unique vertical design maximises capacity
in a compact space

2 compartments for separating waste & recycling

Video

3-litre removable food waste caddy with lid
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Top and bottom buckets are interchangeable and
feature angled corners to allow easy removal

Integrated odour control using a replaceable
activated carbon filter

Totem Max (60L)
(30060) Stainless steel
Dimensions
H81.4 x W39 x D36.6 cm
(H32 x W15¼ x D14½ inches)

Totem Compact (40L)
(30063) Stainless steel
Dimensions
H76 x W30 x D36.6 cm
(H30 x W11¾ x D14½ inches)

Totem Max (60L)
(30061) Stone
Dimensions
H81.4 x W39 x D36.6 cm
(H32 x W15¼ x D14½ inches)

Totem Compact (40L)
(30064) Stone
Dimensions
H76 x W30 x D36.6 cm
(H30 x W11¾ x D14½ inches)

6

7

Liners

Liners

Totem Max

Totem Compact

Totem Max (60L)
(30062) Graphite
Dimensions
H81.4 x W39 x D36.6 cm
(H32 x W15¼ x D14½ inches)

Removable bucket with liner retaining holes
and carrier bag hooks

Totem Compact (40L)
(30065) Graphite
Dimensions
H76 x W30 x D36.6 cm
(H30 x W11¾ x D14½ inches)

Totem metal floor-standing merchandiser
(subject to availability - stock not included)
(991001) Kit code
Dimensions
H150.4 x W50.5 x D49.1 cm
(H59¼ x W19¾ x D19½ inches)
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Totem Pop
Waste & recycling units
Design by PearsonLloyd
Design registered

Totem Pop combines all your waste
and recycling in one compact unit and
features two compartments arranged
vertically, which saves space and makes
them very easy to fill and empty. The top
compartment has a removable bucket
with breather vents in the sides that make
removing a full liner easier. The bottom
compartment can be pulled out completely
and features a removable rim that hides any
untidy liner overhang. Both compartments
can be fitted with a single liner for general
waste but also feature integrated bag
hooks allowing you to divide the space with
two smaller bags for separating different
types of recycling. Totem also features a
ventilated odour filter in the lid that helps
reduce moisture and odour build-up from
waste. Stylish, practical and durable, Totem
Pop is available in two sizes - 60L and 40L.
Custom-fit liners for the top compartment
are available separately, as are replaceable
odour filters. Choose the right custom-fit
liner: Totem Pop (60L) - IW6; Totem Pop
(40L) - IW7.
10-year guarantee. External surfaces: Wipe
clean with a damp cloth and then dry with
a soft, dry cloth.
Removable bucket with liner retaining holes
and carrier bag hooks

Integrated odour control using a replaceable
activated carbon filter

2 compartments for separating waste & recycling

7

Video

6

Liners

Liners

Totem Pop (40L)

Totem Pop (60L)

Totem Pop (40L)
(30092) Stone
Dimensions
H76 x D36.6 x W30 cm
(H30 x W14½ x D11¾ inches)

Totem Pop (60L)
(30091) Stone
Dimensions
H81.4 x D36.6 x W39 cm
(H32 x W14½ x D15¼ inches)

Titan
Trash compactors
Design registered

Titan is no ordinary waste unit. It features a
patented, hygienic compaction system that
enables it to hold up to 3 times more waste
than a similar-sized domestic unit. Because
Titan compacts your waste, it doesn’t
need to be emptied as often, which in
turn reduces the amount of liners you use
and also the amount of full liners that you
have to deal with between collections.
Titan is built to last. Its compaction
system and foot pedal have been tested
over 100,000 times and are engineered
to withstand repeated downward force.
It’s hygienic and mess-free too. The unique
design ensures only the inside of the plastic
liner touches the trash whilst compacting,
leaving you with clean hands and a clean
bin. It also features a replaceable odour
filter for any unpleasant smells and a
fingerprint-proof stainless-steel coating.
With Titan you can compact with
confidence. It has an anti-tear design that
won’t stretch or pinch the liner and it has
its own extra-strong, custom-fit liners for
added peace of mind. It’s also compatible
with standard plastic liners.
A handy lid-stay feature ensures liner
changes are quick and hassle-free, and
it also includes a handle on the reverse
to make moving easy.

Hygienic compaction system

Video

Replacable odour filter

Before

Compact

After

Available in a range of sizes and finishes.
10-year guarantee.

Titan 30

Titan 30
(30030) Stainless
Dimensions
H68.5 x W39 x D33.8 cm
(H27 x W15¼ x D13¼ inches)

Titan 20

Titan 20
(30037) Stainless
Dimensions
H68.4 x W30.2 x D34.4 cm
(H27 x W12 x D13½ inches)
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Stack 4
Food waste caddy
with odour filter
Design by PearsonLloyd
Design registered

This clever caddy has been carefully designed
to help reduce the smell from collected food
waste. It has a unique, ventilated design
that allows air to enter and circulate inside
the caddy, which helps to reduce moisture
- the main cause of unpleasant odours from
decomposing food.
In addition, it features a replaceable odour
filter in the lid that works in tandem with
the fresh air to help trap any smells that
do occur. It has an easy-clean polypropylene
body, a flip-top lid and a sturdy stainlesssteel carry handle. A liner-retaining hole
inside ensures any liners stay in place and
the rim of the removable lid hides any untidy
bag overhang. Perfect for storing on a
kitchen worktop. Custom-fit, compostable
liners (IW2) are available separately for the
perfect fit.

Store on the worktop

Total capacity: 4L (1 US Gallon).
Wash by hand with hot, soapy water.

Filtered air out

Odour filter
Air circulates
Airflow cavity

Airflow in

Ventilated design reduces moisture and odours

Airflow in

Replaceable odour filter

Liners

Stack 4

Stack 4
(30015) Stone
(30016) Graphite
Dimensions H23 x W20 x D16 cm
(H9 x W7¾ x D6¼ inches)

Compo 4
Easy-fill food waste caddy
™

Design registered
Video

This slimline food waste caddy has been
specifically designed to make collecting
food scraps easier. It features a convenient
flip-up lid and an extra-wide aperture,
ideal for capturing food waste scraped
directly from plates. An adjustable air vent
in the lid can be opened to allow moisture
to escape - thereby reducing odour build
up - or closed to provide a barrier to insects
in hotter climates. The slender design is
perfect for storing on the worktop or inside
a cupboard and it comes with its own
bracket for mounting on a cupboard door.
Suitable for use with Joseph Joseph IW2
custom-fit liners.
Wash and dry by hand.

Mounting
bracket
included

Slimline design perfect for storing on the worktop or inside cupboards

NEW

Open

Compo™ 4 with bracket
(30046) Stone
(30107) Graphite
Dimensions H17.3 x W29.7 x D12 cm
(H6.8 x 11.7 x 4.7 inches)

Liners

Compo 4

Closed

Adjustable air vent: Open - helps reduce moisture
and odour build-up; Closed - provides insect barrier
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IntelligentWaste Accessories
™

Totem 60 & 48 models

Food waste caddies

Totem Max
& Totem Pop 60L models

Totem Compact
& Totem Pop 40L models

IW1

IW2

IW6

IW7

Custom-fit liners
Capacity: 24-36 litres
(6.3 - 9.5 US gallons)
Pack size: 20
(30006)
Dimensions
H32 x W20.5 x D3 cm
(H12½ x W8 x D1 inches)

Custom-fit food waste caddy liners
Capacity: 4 litres (1 US gal.)
Pack size: 50
100% Compostable
(30007)
Dimensions
H36 x W14.5 x D2 cm 		
(H14 x W5¾ x D¾ inches)

Extra strong custom-fit liners
Pack size: 20
Capacity: 30 litres (7.9 US gal.)
(30058) Grey
(30118) Transparent
Dimensions
H31.5 x W20.5 x D4 cm
(H12½ x W8 x D1½ inches)

Extra strong custom-fit liners
Pack size: 20
Capacity: 20L (5.2 US gal.)
(30059) Grey
(30119) Transparent
Dimensions
H31.5 x W18 x D4 cm
(H12½ x W7 x D1½ inches)

Titan 30 models

Titan 20 models

IW4

IW5

Replacement odour filters

Extra strong custom-fit liners
Pack size: 20
Capacity: up to 90 litres
(23.7 US Gallons)
(30027) Grey
(30033) Transparent
Dimensions
H23 x W8 x D8 cm
(H9 x W3¼ x D3¼ inches)

Extra strong custom-fit liners
Pack size: 20
Capacity: up to 60 litres
(15.8 US Gallons)
(30028) Grey
(30029) Transparent
Dimensions
H23 x W8 x D8 cm
(H9 x W3¼ x D3¼ inches)

Pack size: 2
(30005)
Dimensions
H17 x W11 x D2 cm
(H6½ x W4¼ x D¾ inches)
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Laundry
NEW

Tota
Easy-empty laundry basket
Design registered

This smart laundry basket features a host of
practical features that help make wash day
less of a chore. Beneath the lid it has two
fabric tote bags allowing you to separate
washing into light and dark/coloured
fabrics. Each bag has handles at the top
enabling you to conveniently lift and carry it
straight to the machine and a helper handle
on the base to make emptying easier. When
replacing each bag in the basket there’s no
fiddly ties or buttons to do up either as the
self-locating rim ensures it drops perfectly
back into place, ready for the next load.
The stylish fabric exterior is designed to
compliment a range of interior styles and
decors making it perfect for storing in the
bathroom, bedroom or utility room.
Available in two sizes and two colours,
it comes flat-packed with full assembly
instructions.

Video

Lid hides laundry

Dual compartments for easy separation of fabrics

Removable tote bags with easy-carry handles
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Removable tote bags

Perfect for bedrooms

Easy-carry handles

Helper handle on base of bags make
emptying easy

Tota 60-litre
(50001) Grey
(50002) Black
Dimensions H71 x D39.5 x W39.5 cm
(H28 x D15½ x W15½ inches)

Ideal for bathrooms or utility rooms

Tota 90-litre
(50003) Grey
(50004) Black
Dimensions H71 x D39.5 x W56 cm
(H28 x D15½ x W22 inches)
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NEW

Glide
Easy-store ironing board
Design registered

Conventional ironing boards are notoriously
cumbersome household items. When
removing from cupboards, their legs and
feet can easily snag on door frames or
other items and they can be awkward
and noisy to set up.
Glide is a revolutionary, full-size ironing
board with a unique stand design that
makes it more compact when stored than
a conventional ironing board. When folded,
the innovative leg mechanism means both
sets of feet nest neatly together at one
end of the board, making it less likely
to snag when removing from storage.
A large handle on the back makes carrying
easy and this also doubles as a secure
hanging point when used with the specially
designed bracket (included), meaning it
can be stored off the floor on the back
of a door or inside a cupboard.
With Glide, set-up is smoother too. Simply
grip the handle, press the release lever on
the underside and swing the tip of the board
up to horizontal. The height can then be
adjusted to seven different positions using
the release lever, from 84 cm (33 inches)
up to a maximum of 99 cm (39 inches).
Glide comes in two variants. The first
features a cover with a 100% cotton
top-layer, a heat-resistant silicone iron rest,
a padded felt underlay and an easy-change
toggle. The second - Glide Plus - comes
with an advanced, multi-layer cover
with DripShield™ Technology that’s been
designed to cope with large volumes of
ironing or for use with steam generator
irons. See replacement cover listings for
more details (page 148).
Frame guaranteed for 5 years against
manufacturing defects.

Fast, easy set-up and adjustable to seven height positions

Compact and slimline when folded

Easy to carry

Easy-change cover with heat-resistant silicone
iron rest

Separate hanging hook included for easy storage

100% cotton top layer

Padded felt
underlay

Glide
(50005) Grey/Yellow
Dimensions Board size 130 x 38 cm (51.1 x 14.9 inches). Ironing surface 108 x 38 cm (42½ x 14.9 inches).
Closed (incl. legs) H136 x W38 x D8½ cm (H53½ x W15 x D3.3 inches)

Video

100% cotton
top layer

3D spacer
mesh
Super-absorbant
felt layer

Glide Plus
(50006) Black/Blue
Dimensions Board size 130 x 38 cm (51.1 x 14.9 inches). Ironing surface 108 x 38 cm (42½ x 14.9 inches).
Closed (incl. legs) H136 x W38 x D8½ cm (H53½ x W15 x D3.3 inches)

Breathable
base layer

Video
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NEW

Pocket
Folding table-top
ironing board
Design registered

Compact ironing boards are a great option
if you have limited storage space or just
want to quickly iron one or two items.
But this condensed board takes ironing
convenience to whole new level with its
innovative design.
For a start, it folds neatly in half and comes
with its own hanging hook that can be
mounted onto a wall or door, making
it really compact and easy to store. It
also features a special compartment for
storing your iron, which saves valuable
space elsewhere and keeps everything you
need for this household chore together
in one place.
Set-up is fast and easy too, with its quick
release locking toggle and folding legs
with non-slip feet. Once open, it has a
generous ironing surface with corners
perfectly shaped for shirts, trousers,
dresses and more.
It comes in two variants. The first has an
easy-change, perfect-fit cover comprising
a 100% cotton top-layer and a thick
padded felt underlay for super-smooth
ironing. The second - Pocket Plus - comes
with an advanced, multi-layer cover with
DripLock™ Technology that’s been designed
to cope with larger volumes of ironing or
for use with steam generator irons. See
replacement cover listings for more details.
(page 148).
Frame guaranteed for 5 years against
manufacturing defects.

Integrated iron storage compartment

Separate hanging hook included for easy storage

Compact folding design

Generous ironing surface

Quick release locking toggle

Easy-change 100% cotton cover with
padded underlay

Easy to carry

100% cotton
top layer

Pocket
(50009) Grey/Yellow
Dimensions Ironing Surface 90 x 33 cm (35.4 x 13 inches)
Closed H45.5 x D15.5 x W33 cm (H18 x D6 x W13 inches)
Open H11 x D15.5 x W90 cm (H4.5 x D6 x W35.5 inches)

Padded felt
underlay

Video

100% cotton
top layer

Pocket Plus
(50010) Blue
Dimensions Ironing Surface 90 x 33 cm (35.4 x 13 inches)
Closed H45.5 x D15.5 x W33 cm (H18 x D6 x W13 inches)
Open H11 x D15.5 x W90 cm (H4½ x D6 x W35½ inches)

Padded felt
underlay
Waterproof
layer
Video
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NEW

NEW

Glide
Ironing board cover
(130 x 38 cm)

Pocket
Ironing board cover
(90 x 30 cm)

Design registered

Design registered

This replacement cover features a 100%
cotton top-layer with a heat-resistant
silicone iron rest, a padded felt underlay
and an easy-change toggle. It’s suitable
to use with Joseph Joseph Glide ironing
boards 130 x 38 cm (51.1 x 15 inches).

This replacement cover features a 100%
cotton top-layer with a thick padded felt
underlay. Elasticated sides make it easy
to change and ensure it’s the perfect fit.
It’s suitable for use with Joseph Joseph
Pocket ironing boards 90 x 33 cm
(35.4 x 13 inches).

100% cotton
top layer
100% cotton top layer

Padded felt
underlay

Glide ironing board cover
(50007) Grey
Dimensions For ironing boards 130 x 38 cm (51.1 x 15 inches).
Ironing surface 108 x 38 cm (42½ x 14.9 inches)

Pocket ironing board cover
(50011) Grey
Dimensions For ironing boards 90 x 33 cm (35.4 x 13 inches).
Ironing surface 90 x 33 cm (35.4 x 13 inches)

NEW

NEW

Glide Plus
Advanced ironing board
cover (130 x 38 cm)

Pocket Plus
Advanced ironing board
cover (90 x 30 cm)

Design registered

Design registered

This advanced, multi-layer cover features
DripShield™ Technology that’s been designed
to cope with large volumes of ironing or for
use with steam generator irons. Firstly, it has
a 100% cotton top-layer with a built-in, heatresistant silicone iron rest. Beneath that is a
3D spacer mesh, which allows steam to flow
freely across the board making ironing quicker.
Next, a highly-absorbant padded felt layer
prevents water dripping on the floor whilst
a breathable base layer below allows excess
moisture to wick away. With it’s cord toggle,
the cover is also quick and easy to change.
This replacement cover is suitable for Joseph
Joseph Glide ironing boards 130 x 38 cm
(51.1 x 15 inches).

This advanced, multi-layer cover features
DripLock™ Technology that’s been designed
to cope with larger volumes of ironing or
for use with steam generator irons. It has a
100% cotton top-layer with a thick padded
felt layer underneath, for super-smooth
ironing. Below that is a 100% waterproof
base layer to prevent any excess water from
dripping. With it’s elastic edges, the cover
is quick and easy to change and always fits
perfectly. This replacement cover is suitable
for Joseph Joseph Pocket ironing boards
90 x 33 cm (35.4 x 13 inches).

100% cotton
top layer
100% cotton
top layer
3D spacer
mesh
Super-absorbant
felt layer

Breathable

Glide Plus advanced cover
base layer
(50008) Blue
Dimensions For ironing boards 130 x 38 cm (51.1 x 15 inches).
Ironing surface 108 x 38 cm (42½ x 14.9 inches)

Padded felt
underlay
Waterproof
layer

Pocket Plus
(50012) Blue
Dimensions For ironing boards 90 x 33 cm (35.4 x 13 inches).
Ironing Surface 90 x 33 cm (35.4 x 13 inches)
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Bathroom

NEW

EasyStore
Shower caddies
™

Design registered

These compact shower caddies take the
hassle out of shower storage. They hold all
your shower essentials, such as soap and
shampoo bottles, and features hooks for
razors, sponges and flannels. Some also
feature a hinged, shatter-resistant acrylic
mirror. Their shelves lift off the fixing
brackets, making them very easy to clean,
and they’re quick and simple to install using
their powerful, super-grip suction cups.
This also means they’re fully repositionable
without damaging your wall or tiles.
Wash and dry by hand. Available in a range
of sizes and formats.

Easy tool-free installation using super-grip suckers

Lift-off shelf for easy cleaning
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Handy storage hooks

Video

Self-draining design

EasyStore™ Compact shower caddy
with adjustable mirror
(70547) White
Dimensions H21 x D13 x W15.5 cm
(H8.25 x D5.1 x W6.1 inches)

Video

EasyStore™ Large shower caddy
with adjustable mirror
(70548) White
Dimensions H22 x D13 x W40 cm
(H10.6 x D5.1 x W15.75 inches)

Video

Adjustable mirror

EasyStore™ Corner shower caddy
with adjustable mirror
(70549) White
Dimensions H22 x D18 x W26.5 cm
(H8.7 x D7.1 x W10.4 inches)

EasyStore™ Corner shower caddy
(2-pack) excl mirror
(70550) White
Dimensions H45 x D18 x W26.5 cm
(H17.75 x D7.1 x W10.4 inches)
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Flex
Toilet brush
™

Design registered

Conventional toilet brushes hold dirt and
liquid, making them messy and unhygienic
to use and clean. Also their bristles can
distort and wear, meaning they need to be
replaced regularly. Flex™ is a revolutionary
toilet brush designed to solve all these
problems. It features a flexible, D-shaped
head that reaches all areas, even under
the rim. It has widely spaced bristles
that prevent dirt clogging, allow liquid
to drain quickly and are more durable
than conventional-style bristles.
Flex™ is available in several versions and comes
with a slimline holder for neat, hygienic
storage. Flex™ Plus - features a holder with a
discrete, storage caddy, for keeping cleaning
products or aerosols out of sight. Flex™ Store features an extra-large caddy, which can hold
up to three spare toilet rolls or a large cleaning
bottle

Flex™ Toilet brush

Conventional Toilet brush

Brush and holder - clean with bleach or hot
soapy water.

Hard to reach all areas

Unique flexible design reaches
all areas, even under the rim

Drips between cleaning and storing

Anti-drip: less dripping between
cleaning and storing

Clogs easily and hard to clean

Anti-clog: wide bristle spacing
ensures dirt rinses off easily

Bristles distort over time

Durable bristles
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Flex™ Steel toilet brush
(70517)
Dimensions
H42.8 x W12.5 x D8.9 cm
(H17 x W5 x D3½ inches)

Flex™ Lite Steel / Flex™ Lite
NEW

(70561) Flex™ Lite Steel
(70522) Flex™ Lite
Dimensions
H42.5 x D8.9 x W12.5 cm
(H16.7 x D3.5 x W4.9 inches)

Flex™

Flex™
(70506) Blue
(70515) Grey
Dimensions
H43.1 x W12.3 x D8.7 cm
(H17 x W4¾ x D3½ inches)

Flex™ Plus

Flex™ Plus
(70507) Blue
(70516) Grey
Dimensions
H45.7 x W14.9 x D13 cm
(H18 x W5 x D6 inches)

Flex™ Store

Flex™ Store
(70536) Blue
(70537) Grey
Dimensions
H49 x W13 x D20 cm
(H19¼ x W5 x D8 inches)
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Flex™ Steel

LESS ST
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Flex Wall
Wall-mounted toilet brush
™

Design registered

Flex™ is a revolutionary toilet brush that
features a flexible, D-shaped head and
widely spaced bristles that allow liquid
to drain quickly, preventing water from
dripping on the floor and dirt from
clogging. As well as being more hygienic,
the specially designed bristles are also more
durable than those on conventional toilet
brushes. This version of Flex™ comes with
a smart wall-mounted holder, which saves
valuable floor space and makes cleaning
easier. Installation instructions, screws
and fixings included.
Brush and holder - clean with bleach or hot
soapy water.

Stainless-steel shaft and holder trim

Flex™ Wall
(70528) White
Dimensions H43.5 x W10 x D8 cm
(H17 x W4 x D3¼ inches)

EasyStore Steel
Wall-mounted toilet roll holder
™

Design registered

Discrete drawer for sanitary items

As well as holding a toilet roll, this smart
wall-mounted holder has several additional
features. For a start, it has a handy storage
shelf for placing small items on, such as a
mobile phone, book or small toiletry items.
It also includes a small drawer that’s perfect
for discretely storing sanitary items. Lastly, it
has a friction-grip roll holder that helps prevent
the roll from unravelling too quickly and a
stainless-steel trim with a fingerprint-resistant
coating. It mounts easily to the wall and comes
with it’s own bracket and screws. Installation
instructions, screws and fixings included.
Wipe clean with a damp cloth.
Maximum shelf load 1 kg.

EasyStore™ Steel Wall-mounted toilet roll holder
(70529) White
Dimensions H6 x W28.5 x W11 cm (2½ x 11¼ x 4½ inches)

Holds up to
4 toilet rolls

EasyStore
Toilet paper stands
™

Design registered

These freestanding toilet paper holders
feature a clever dual-purpose storage shelf.
The stainless-steel top provides a convenient
surface for placing small items, such as a
mobile phone or book, whilst the curved
base conceals a secret storage compartment
that’s perfect for keeping sanitary items
conveniently within reach, but discretely
out of sight. A silicone strip on the main
roll holder provides resistance when tearing
and prevents the paper from unravelling
too quickly. A weighted base ensures good
stability and a fingerprint-proof coating on
the stainless-steel shelf helps keep this free
from marks.

EasyStore™ Toilet paper stand holds up to 4 rolls

The design comes in two versions; the first
provides space for storing up to 4 toilet rolls
and the second features a Flex™ Steel toilet
brush, which stores neatly in the base.
Wipe clean with a damp cloth. Assembly
instructions and allen key included.

Shelf for small objects

Discrete compartment for storing
sanitary items

With
Flex™ Steel
toilet brush

EasyStore™ Toilet paper stand
(70518) White
Dimensions
H68 x W16.5 x D22.5 cm
(H26¾ x W6½ x D87⁄8 inches)
Video

EasyStore™ Plus toilet paper stand
with Flex™ toilet brush
(70519) White
Dimensions
H76 x W17.5 x D23.5 cm
(H297⁄8 x W67⁄8 x D9¼ inches)

EasyStore™ Plus toilet paper stand comes with a Flex™ Steel Toilet brush

Friction-grip roll holder
prevents unravelling
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EasyStore
Toothbrush caddies
™

Design registered

Ventilated for quick drying

These neat toothbrush caddies are divided
into several sections providing organised
storage for a range of oral care items
including manual/electric toothbrushes,
toothpaste tubes and dental floss. They
dismantle for easy cleaning and feature

a ventilation hole for quick drying and
a non-slip base. Available in two sizes
and two finishes.
Wash and dry by hand.

Both units dismantle for easy cleaning
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EasyStore™ Steel Toothbrush caddies
Wash and dry by hand. Do not use abrasive
cloths or strong chemical cleaners.

LESS ST

E

Video

EasyStore™ Steel toothbrush caddy
(70530) Regular white
(70531) Large white
Dimensions Regular H12 x W9.5 x D9.5 cm (H4¾ x W3¾ x H3¾ inches)
Large H13 x W18 x D10 cm (H5 x W7 x H4 inches)

EasyStore™ Toothbrush Caddies
Wash and dry by hand.

EasyStore™ Toothbrush Caddy
(70500) Blue
(70509) Grey
Dimensions D9 x W9 x H13 cm (D3½ x W3½ x H5 inches)

EasyStore™ Large Toothbrush Caddy
(70501) Blue
(70510) Grey
Dimensions D17.1 x W9 x H13 cm (D6¾ x W3¼ x H5 inches)
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EasyStore
Bathroom caddy
™

Design registered

This versatile caddy has been designed
to better organise your bathroom space.
It’s divided into a range of compartments
of varying shape, size and depth to cope
with storing the wide variety of grooming
essentials commonly found in most
bathrooms. Perfect for keeping small items
such as scissors, brushes, deodorants,
dental floss and make-up neat and tidy and
easy to find. Also features a non-slip base.
Wash and dry by hand.

Perfect for a wide variety of grooming essentials

EasyStore™ Bathroom Caddy
(70504) Blue
(70513) Grey
Dimensions W24.9 x D11.6 x H11.9 cm (W9¾ x D4½ x H4¾ inches)

Compartments vary in size,
depth and shape

NEW

EasyStore
Slimline squeegee
with storage hook
™

Design registered

This compact shower squeegee comes
with its own storage holder that attaches
securely to tiles or a glass shower screen
via a suction-cup on the reverse. Not only
does it provide a secure place to store the
squeegee, it also has an additional hook
beneath for hanging a range of bathroom
accessories, such as sponges, back
scrubbers or cleaning cloths. The squeegee
has a comfortable handle and a full-width
blade for precision cleaning of glass and
tiled surfaces.

EasyStore™ Slimline
squeegee with storage hook
(70560) Grey
Dimensions H20.5 x D3.2 x W25 cm
(H8.1 x D1.25 x W9.8 inches)

Slimline, space-saving design

Flexible blade for precision cleaning

Storage hook with suction-cup for attaching
to tiles or glass

EasyStore
Compact shower squeegee
with hanging hook
™

Design by DonaldWentworth
Design registered 			

Conventional bathroom squeegees can be
unsightly and awkward to store. This neat,
slimline design, however, is easy to use and
even easier to store. It features a flexible
silicone blade for precision cleaning and
a handy hook for hanging over a shower
screen or shelf.

Suitable for wiping shower screens, mirrors and tiles

Integrated hook

Slimline, space-saving design

Flexible silicone blade for precision cleaning

Suitable for wiping glass, mirrors and tiles.
Wash and dry by hand.

EasyStore™ Compact squeegee
with hanging hook
(70535) Grey
Dimensions H25 x W5.3 x D4.5 cm
(H9¾ x 2¼ x 1¾ inches)

Presto Steel
Hygienic soap dispenser
™

Design registered

This hygienic soap dispenser features
an extra-large pump head which makes
it easy to operate with the wrist or forearm
when your hands are messy. A transparent
window in the base shows when you
need to refill and the non-slip base keeps
the unit in place during use. Features a
fingerprint-resistant stainless-steel finish.
Large capacity: 350 ml (12 fl. oz)
Wash and dry by hand.

Large easy-push pump head

Suitable for all types of liquid hand soap

Presto™ Steel
(70532) White
Dimensions H16 x W8 x D8 cm (H6¼ x W3¼ x D3¼ inches)

Slim
Compact soap pump
™

Design registered

With space at a premium around most
sinks, the narrow footprint of this stylish
soap pump means it takes up less room
without compromising on capacity.
It features a non-drip nozzle and an
easy-push pump head and holds up
to 350ml (12.3 fl oz) of liquid soap.
Wash and dry by hand.

Non-drip nozzle

Easy to fill

Slim™ Compact Soap Pump
(70503) Blue
(70512) Grey
Dimensions W6.2 x D9.1 x H14.1 cm (W2½ x D3½ x H5½ inches)

Fill-level window
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Slim
Compact soap dish
™

Design registered

Conventional soap dishes are difficult to
keep clean and take up a large amount
of space around the sink. This clever,
compact design features an angled base,
which means it can hold a full-size soap
bar in less space. It also allows excess
water and soap suds to drain neatly out
of sight. It features a ventilation hole for
quick drying, a non-slip base and can
be dismantled for easy cleaning.

Slim™ Steel Compact soap dish
Wash and dry by hand. Do not use abrasive
cloths or strong chemical cleaners.

Slim™ Steel
(70533) White
Dimensions H4 x W8 x D9 cm
(H1½ x W3 x D3½ inches)

Slim™ Compact soap dish

Dismantles for easy cleaning

Wash and dry by hand.

Slim™ Compact Soap Dish
(70502) Blue
(70511) Grey
Dimensions D7.1 x D8.4 x H3.6 cm
(H3¼ x W2¾ x D1½ inches)

Ventilated for quick drying

Split 6 Steel
Recycler
™

Design registered

Many bathrooms and bedrooms have
limited space, so having a separate bin
just for recycling is rarely an option.
Split™ 6 Steel provides the perfect solution
as it’s divided into two compartments,
allowing you to separate recyclable and
non-recyclable waste within one compact
design. The unit features hands-free pedal
opening, soft-close lids and a fingerprintproof stainless-steel body. It also has
removable buckets for easy emptying with
liner-retaining holes that prevent the liner
from slipping during use. The deep rim
of the lid also helps to hide any messy liner
overhang. Suitable for use with standard
3-litre liners.

Compact space-saving design

Fits standard 3-litre liners

Total capacity 6 litres (1.6 US Gallons).

Liner retaining holes to keep plastic liners in place

Split™ 6 Steel Recycler
(70520)
Dimensions H27.2 x W28.3 x D22.7 cm
(H10.7 x 11.1 x 8.9 inches)

Main body - Wipe clean with a damp
cloth. Do not use abrasive cloths or strong
chemical cleaners. Buckets - wash with hot,
soapy water.

Split 8
Recycler
™

Design registered

Split™ 8 also features two compartments for
separating waste. The smaller compartment
has a removable bucket for easy emptying
and can be used with or without a plastic
liner. Total capacity 8 litres (2 US Gallons).
Wash and dry by hand.

Removable inner bucket

Split™ 8 Recycler
(70505) Blue
(70514) Grey
Dimensions W21 x D21 x H28 cm (W8¼ x D8¼ x H11 inches)
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Merchandisers
& POS
Convenient, countertop and
free-standing merchandising
units are available for many
of our products. See our
price list for more details
(conditions apply).

Joseph Joseph logo Large
(99961) Green
(99962) Pink
(99255) Blue
Dimensions
W18 x H7 x D4 cm
(W7 x H2¾ x D1½ inches)

Joseph Joseph logo Bamboo
(99149)
Dimensions
W16 x H8 x D3.5 cm
(W6¼x H8¼ x D3½ inches)

CupboardStore™ disposable
free-standing POS card
(991024)
Dimensions
H25 x W14.8 x D6.3 cm
(H10 x W5¾ x D2½ inches)

CupboardStore™ disposable
free-standing POS card
(991004)
Dimensions
H25 x W14.8 x D6.3 cm
(H10 x W5¾ x D2½ inches)

CleanTech™ Washing-up scrubber
countertop merchandiser. Holds 12
(2-packs) Reusable - Stock included

Folio™ Countertop display unit.
Reusable (Steel) - Stock not
included.
Subject to availability
(991023)
Dimensions
W39.5 x H38 x D21.6
(W15½ x W15 x D8½ inches)

Countertop merchandiser
Holds 8 units
Reusable (Steel) - Stock not
included.
(99908)
Dimensions
W45 x H37.5 x D31 cm
(W17½ x H11½ x D12 inches)

Chop2Pot™/Worktop Savers/Rinse&Chop™
Holds 12 units
Reusable (Steel) - Stock not included.
(MERC3881CB)
Dimensions
Max W40 x D41 x H33 cm
(W15¾ x D16¼ x H13¼ inches)

Large floor-standing merchandisers
Conditions apply
Cleaning & Organisation
(99043) Kit code
Best Sellers
(99042) Kit code
Dimensions
H170 x W63.6 x D70 cm
(H67 x W25 x D27½ inches)

Bathroom permanent
Floor-standing merchandiser
(99263)
Dimensions
D63.6 x W70 x H170 cm
(D25 x W27½ x H67 inches)

Bathroom disposable
Floor-standing merchandiser
(99265)
Dimensions
H88 x D45 x W150 cm
(H34½ x D17½ x W59 inches)

Bathroom disposable
Free-standing POS card
(99249)
Dimensions
H14.8 x D0.5 x W21 cm
(H5.8 x D¼ x W8¼ inches)

(85163)
Dimensions
H25 x W14.8 x D6.3 cm
(H10 x W5¾ x D2½ inches)

Totem metal floor-standing
merchandiser
(subject to availability stock not included)
(991002) Kit code
Dimensions
H150.4 x W50.5 x D49.1 cm
(H59¼ x W19¾ x D19½ inches)

Contact us

We are proud to have won
the following awards:

UK
THE QUEENS AWARD FOR
ENTERPRISE:
INTERNATIONAL TRADE
2017

THE QUEENS AWARD FOR
ENTERPRISE:
INNOVATION
2018

Winner 2015 - Totem
Winner 2011 - Pie™

Trade customer enquiries and ordering
sales@josephjoseph.com
General account enquiries
accounts@josephjoseph.com

Joint Winner - Emerging Entrepreneur of the Year

Winner 2014 - TriScale™

Winner 2018 - Titan 20
Winner 2017 - Dial™
Winner 2016 - SmartBar™
Winner 2015 - Twist Grater
Winner 2014 - Edge™ Dish Brush
Honourable Mention 2013 - TriScale™
Winner 2012 - Twist™
Winner 2012 - Nest Utensils™
Winner 2010 - Y-Grinder™
Honourable Mention 2010 - Hands On™
Winner 2009 - Nest 8™
Winner 2008 - Folding Colander

Winner 2011 - Pie™
Winner 2010 - Y-Grinder™
Winner 2010 - Hands On™
Winner 2009 - Nest 8™

General enquiries
info@josephjoseph.com
Press enquiries
pr@josephjoseph.com
Joseph Joseph Ltd.
100 Union Street
London, SE1 0HS
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0)20 7261 1800
info@josephjoseph.com
josephjoseph.com

Winner 2018 Flex™
Winner 2018 Titan
Winner 2015
Winner 2014
Winner 2013
Winner 2012
Winner 2011

USA
Trade customer ordering and press enquiries
customercare@josephjoseph.com

Winner Gold 2013 - TriScale™
Winner Silver 2013 - DrawerStore™ Cutlery Tray

Joseph Joseph Inc.
41 Madison Avenue
15th Floor
New York
NY 10010

Winner 2012 - No-spill Mill™

Tel: +1 917 338 0900
Fax: +1 917 338 0912
customercare@josephjoseph.com
Winner 2009 Kitchenware - Nest 8™
Winner 2009 Food Preparation - Folding Colander

josephjoseph.com

Winner ’Prix’ 2015 - Totem
Winner ’Grand Prix’ 2015 - Totem

Winner 2020 Product Development
Winner 2015 Housewares - Totem
Winner 2015 Innovation Award - Totem
Winner 2014 Innovation Award
Winner 2013 Innovation Award
Winner 2013 - Wash&Drain™
Winner 2012 Innovation Award
Winner 2011 Innovation Award
Winner 2009 Innovation Award
Winner 2009 - Nest 8™
Winner 2008 Cutting Edge Award - Index™

Winner 2012 - Nest™ 9 Plus
Highly Commended 2012 - Arena™
Winner 2011 - Pie™
Highly Commended 2011 - Rocker™
Winner 2010 - Hands On™
Highly Commended 2010 - Y-Grinder™
Winner 2008 - Index™

All product images and specifications are based upon current information.
Joseph Joseph reserves the right to make changes from time to time, without
notice or obligation, to specifications, colours or materials and to change or
discontinue models. Some products or features may not be available in all markets.

Photography by Charlie Bettinson, Steve Wakeham and Perry Curties.

Joseph Joseph Ltd.
100 Union Street
London SE1 0NL
info@josephjoseph.com

Joseph Joseph Inc.
41 Madison Avenue
15th Floor
New York NY10010
customercare@josephjoseph.com

Joseph Joseph 株式会社
Tel. 0570-031-117

Joseph Joseph (Shanghai) Trading Ltd.

カスタマーサービス受付時間：

10:00-12:00 / 13:00-18:00

（土・日・祝日・休業日を除く）

Joseph Joseph SARL
111, avenue Victor Hugo
75116 Paris
renseignements@josephjoseph.com

Joseph Joseph
Deutschland GmbH
Königsallee 92a - 4.Stock
40212 Düsseldorf
information@josephjoseph.com

杰膳（上海）贸易有限公司 上海浦东栖霞路
16弄3号楼11层133室

saleschina@josephjoseph.com
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josephjoseph.com

